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Editoral :

Extrajudicial Justice is No Justice but Utter Injustice
Mahi Pal Singh

On 14th June 2022 a group of former Supreme

Court and high court judges, along with some

senior advocates, wrote to the chief justice of India

NV Ramana, urging him to take suo motu (on his

own) cognisance of the Uttar Pradesh

government’s clampdown following protests over

controversial remarks on Prophet Mohammed by

Nupur Sharma, an official of the ruling Bharatiya

Janata Party.

The letter was signed by former judges of the

Supreme Court — justices B Sudershan Reddy, V

Gopala Gowda and AK Ganguly — along with

former Delhi high court chief justice AP Shah and

two former high court judges — justices K Chandru

(Madras) and Mohammad Anwar (Karnataka). The

signatories included former law minister Shanti

Bhushan, lawyer Prashant Bhushan, and senior

advocates Indira Jaising, Sriram Panchu, CU

Singh, and Anand Grover who objected to the

manner in which the Uttar Pradesh Police were

seen detaining protesters and demolishing their

properties. Addressing the CJI, they wrote:

 “Such a brutal clampdown by a ruling

administration is an unacceptable subversion of

the rule of law and a violation of the rights of

citizens, and makes a mockery of the Constitution

and fundamental rights guaranteed by the State,”

It is noteworthy that the BJP removed Nupur

Sharma from the party post only after there were

angry protests from Muslims and civil society

activists as well as from the Gulf countries.

However, the BJP still did not initiate any legal action

against her though it was her remark which

triggered the protests. But that is no exception. It

did not take any action against Kapil Mishra,

Anurag Thakur, Parvesh Verma and Abhay Verma

earlier whose hate speeches were directly

responsible for the East Delhi riots a few years

ago. The Delhi High Court bench had expressed

“anguish” over the inability of the Delhi Police to

control the riots and its failure to file FIRs against

four BJP leaders, Kapil Mishra, Anurag Thakur,

Parvesh Verma and Abhay Verma for their hate

speeches. Still the BJP remained shamefully

inactive in doing so in spite of the Court’s scathing

remark.

The demolition drive was originally started by

the UP Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath a few years

ago in UP against those people who had protested

against the CAA. They included Muslims as well

as civil society activists. Taking over the role of

the judiciary along with that of the prosecutor and

executioner, Yogi had started delivering punishment

to those he thought to be criminals in such protests.

In this country where we have the rule of law as

per the Constitution of the country, even a murderer

or a terrorist is given the chance to defend himself

in a court of law and no punishment can be given

to him without the authority of the judiciary after

completing due process of law. But the BJP leaders

show scant regard for the Constitution or the rule

of law. They believe in extra-judicial killings and

demolitions because they consider themselves

above the law of the land and the judiciary. Instead

of taking action against those who indulge in

criminal activities like lynching, hate speeches etc.

they take illegal action against those who they

perceive to be guilty and award them extra-judicial

punishments completely ignoring the fact that

extra-judicial justice is no justice but utter injustice.

What is further worrisome is that the judiciary,

even the higher judiciary, which is the custodial of

the human rights of the people and the defender

of the Constitution of the country, has not acted

on its own taking suo motu cognizance in such

matters. When human rights of the people are under

perpetual attack from the ruling dispensation, the

role of the judiciary becomes very important. The

letter written to the CJI is meant to remind the

judiciary of its responsibility and duty.
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This Sunday, I want to raise a question that,

if you try to answer it, will help you

understand one of the saddest and most

disturbing transformations happening in our

country: What does it feel like to be a Muslim

in today’s India? Let me refine that. I’m not

talking of the rich, influential, or well-educated;

I’m specifically referring to poor and, often,

illiterate Muslims, who have little by way of

support other than what they can provide for

themselves. They’re the vast majority. So,

what does it feel like to be one of them?

In the last few months, they’ve heard calls

for their genocide and ethnic cleansing.

Accused of rioting, their homes have been

demolished, often before their presence leave

aside, guilt was established and, a times,

without prior notice. Even widows, who are

beneficiaries of the Pradhan Mantri Awas

Yojana, have thus suffered. Their minor

children have been detained for hearing

Pakistani songs, while men who claim to be

Hindu priests have publicly threatened to rape

their women.

This is by no means a comprehensive list.

It’s a collection of things that occurred to me

when I started to write. Proper research

would throw up many more. The question is,

what would it feel like if this happened to you?

The truly bizarre part is despite this

despicable treatment, many of us consider

Muslims “appeased”. If only we knew the

facts. In almost every sphere, Muslim

representation is way below the proportion of

the population., as far back as 2006, the

What it feels like to be a Muslim in India
The truly bizarre part is despite despicable treatment, many of us

consider Muslims “appeased”. If only we knew the facts

Karan Thapar

Sachar Committee established that Muslims

are worse off in economic and social terms

than Scheduled Castes And Scheduled Tribes.

This is what that amounts to. I’m relying

on Aakar Patel’s book Our Hindu Rashtra.

Muslims are nearly 15% of the population, but

only 4.9% of state and central government

employees. 4.6% of the paramilitary services,

3.2% of the Indian Administrative Service,

Indian Foreign Service and Indian Police

Service, and, perhaps, as low as 1% of the

Indian Army.

In proportionate terms, they should have 74

seats in the Lok Sabha. They have 27. India

does not have a Muslim chief minister in its

28 states. In 18, there is no Muslim minister;

in 10 there’s just one, usually in-charge of

minority affairs.

Neither in 2014 nor in 2019 did the ruling

Bharatiya Janata Party have a Muslim Lok

Sabha Member of Parliament. Patel says it

hasn’t fielded a Muslim candidate in any Lok

Sabha or Vidhan Sabha election in Gujarat

since 1998. That’s 24 years without a Muslim

candidate, although 9% of the population is of

that faith.

I could carry on, but I won’t. I’ve made

my point. I hardly need to add that the

Research and Analysis Wing does not have

nor has ever employed a Muslim. In these

circumstances, it would be very surprising if

it had.

Howeve3r, these facts don’t convey what

it feels like to be the subject of deliberate,

continuous, and often, escalating hate. We

Articles and Features :
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For Republishing books written by M.N. Roy & other Humanist Literature

Indian Renaissance Institute has embarked upon republishing/reprinting the large amount of

books & other material written by M.N. Roy as most of them have gone out of print, though

requests for these books continue to pour in into our office. Connected humanist literature will also

be published.  Following books, at the first instance, require immediate publication:

‘New Humanism’; ‘Beyond Communism’; ‘Politics, Power and Parties’; ‘Historical Role of

Islam’; ‘India’s Message’; ‘Men I Met’; ‘New Orientation’; ‘Materialism’; ‘Science & Philosophy’;

‘Revolution and Counter-revolution in China’; ‘India in Transition; Reason, Romanticism and

Revolution’; ‘Russian Revolution’; Selected Works – Four Volumes(1917-1922), (1923-1927),

(1927-1932) and (1932-1936); ‘Memoirs’ (Covers period 1915-1923).

We  request readers and sympathizers to donate generously for the above project as this

literature will go long way in enriching the  humanist and renaissance movement in the country.

Cheques/Bank drafts may be sent in the name of ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’

to: N.D. Pancholi, Administrative Office, Flat No.F-1/A-75, Shalimar Garden Main, Near Konark

Public School, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad-201005. (U.P.) Ph. 0120-2648691, (M) 9811099532.

Online donations may be sent to: ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’ Account No.

02070100005296; IFSC Code: UCBA0000207, UCO Bank, Supreme Court Branch, New Delhi

(India)

Mahi Pal Singh Vinod jain

Secretary Chairman

 (M) 9312206414, Email: <mahipalsinghrh@gmail.com>

An Apeal For Donations

don’t know know because it’s never happened

to us. I can’t even imagine politicians calling

me a termite, classifying me as “Babar ki

aulad”, and repeatedly telling me to go to

Pakistan, yet that’s what our Muslim brothers

and sisters face almost every day.

Last week, 13 Opposition leaders wrote to

the Prime Minister asking him “to speak

against the words and actions of those who

propagate bigotry”. I don’t know if he will.

For an inexplicable long time, he’s

been silent. But what about the rest of us?

Do we not have a duty to speak? Isn’t our

silence, for whatever reason, permitting the

worst voices to be heard and get away

with it?

These days, when wisdom is often reduced

to WhatsApp memes, there’s one that applies

to all os us: “Evil happens when good people

stand by and do nothing about it”. If you want

that put in highfalutin terms, let me paraphrase

John Donne: “No man is an island … the bell

that tolls today for Muslims will one day toll

for thee.”

Karan Thapar is the author of Devil’s

Advocate: The Untold Story. The views

expressed are personal.

Courtesy Hindustan Times, 24.4.2022.
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Humanity, Life Forms, Planet Earth

One of the most significant problems that our planet earth is facing is of climate change

due to overheating. It started recently – after the start of the Industrial Revolution – and is

growing rather rapidly. If scientists are to be believed – they have given a tremendous

amount of data for it – we should do something. I shall request the youth of this country to

join us. We shall from now on, start communicating on various aspects of this matter.

Thank you.

Vinod Jain, Chairman, Indian Renaissance Institute (IRI)

Imposing Sectarian Agenda on Educational Syllabus
Ram Puniyani

In the name of rationalization of curriculum

many a topics have been removed from the

CBSE syllabus (April 2022). From the tenth

standard syllabus; the topics excluded are

democracy and diversity, rise of Afro-Asiatic

Islamic states, history of Mughal Courts, non

alignment movement, impact of globalization on

agriculture, popular struggle movements, poems

of Faiz in the section of Communalism and

challenges to democracy.

Criticizing this; Rahul Gandhi labeled CBSE

as Central Board for Suppressing Education, and

called RSS, the force behind these policies as

Rashtriya Shiksha Shredder. Also All India

Democratic Students Organization has launched

a signature campaign against it. As such when

the BJP comes to power, one of its major goals

is to modify change the education policy and

curriculum to tune it to its version of sectarian

nationalism. Its focus is on faith based

knowledge away from scientific temper and

rational approach to social, historical issues.

One recalls when BJP led NDA came to

power in 1998; Dr. M.M. Joshi was the MHRD

minster. He changed the history books to

introduce communal angle to historical events.

Accompanying this was the introduction of

Paurohitya (Priest craft) and Karmakand

(Rituals). In contrast to scientific astronomy,

astrology started being taught. There was an

interesting paradox. In astrology Saturn was the

trouble makers, while in astronomy Saturn was

taught as a planet of Sun. In opposition to

biological understanding that sex of child is

determined by X or Y chromosome coming from

father, the Putrakameshti Yagna (ritual to get

male child) was being taught as the method for

getting the much sought after son.

The pattern continues. RSS has already

formed Shiksha Sanskriti Uthan Nayas, an RSS

affiliate, to campaign with influence the MHRD

ministry. It has been pressurizing NCERT for

removal of English, Urdu and Arabic words,

the thoughts of Rabindranath Tagore; extracts

from painter M F Husain’s autobiography;

references to the Mughal emperors as

benevolent, to the BJP as a “Hindu” party, an

apology tendered by former Prime

Minister Manmohan Singh over the 1984 riots;

and a sentence that “nearly 2,000 Muslims were

killed in Gujarat in 2002”. (25th July 2017) As

such these recent recommendations to NCERT

are continuation of the same agenda which is

working for its goal of Hindu Rashtra.

 It had also been putting pressure to

undertake Bharatiyakaran of education. Under

Let Us Save
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its pressure many publishers have also buckled.

The major example is that of Penguin, pulping

the book ‘The Hindus’ by Wendy Doniger. This

was an academic work which looked at various

aspects of Hindus, particularly the plight of

women and dalits. One RSS leader Dinanath

Batra has been very active in this area and has

produced number of books for school children.

In Gujarat 42000 schools introduced his books

after their translation to Gujarati.

The pattern of the curriculum presented in

these books spells things like Kutub Minar was

a Hindu Monument, called Vishnu Stambh, built

by Samudra Gupta. These books totally bypass

the syncretic traditions and present the Kingdoms

through the eyes of king’s religion. The focus is

to present the view that foreign Muslim rulers

were doing atrocities on the native Hindus. It is

through this lens that Kings of Mughal dynasty

are presented. Now in the new scheme of things

the Mughal Courts and their pattern will be totally

eliminated. Even the during much maligned

Mughal period the Mughal Kings had Hindu

associates (Akbar+Mansingh, Aurangzeb+Raja

Jaising) to give just a small sample.

In these books Muhammad Gazni and Ghori

are the key villains. Gazni had many Hindu

generals (Tilak, Sondhi,Harzan, Rai and Hind)

in his army. Shivaji and Rana Pratap presented

as the main heroes. Incidentally Shivaji’s

confidential secretary was Maulana Haiser Ali

and Rana Pratap had Hakim Khan Sur as one

of his generals.

The disturbing changes brought by BJP are

an attempt to construct a history to suit its

narrative of Hindu nationalism. Gandhi (Hind

Swaraj) and Nehru (Discovery of India) gave

the history of India, which was inclusive and

reflected the emerging National movement and

underlying concept of Indian Nationalism. The

changes brought in by BJP in education were

called as Saffronization by its critics. Initially

BJP and company responded to this criticism

by ignoring the phrase. Later they aggressively

said that the syllabus needs to be saffronised.

Even present Vice President Venkaiah Naidu

asserted that syllabus needs to be saffronized.

The current changes which are seeing are in

tune with their political requirements of RSS

Combine. Mughal Court was an example of

Hindu Muslim unity, so it can’t have a place in

BJP scheme of things. Faiz Ahmad Faiz, who

was a democrat and secular and was also

nominated for Nobel Prize for Literature, is an

icon for literature for progressive democratic

values. Having a poet with Pakistani identity

will surely be big no for the present ruling

dispensation.

Currently one of the aims of the Government

is to undermine the first Prime Minster of India,

the architect of Modern India, one who stood

tall for his commitment to democratic and

secular values, Jawaharlal Nehru. His major

contribution on global scene was to evolve and

work for Non Alignment Movement. This

movement gave a new direction to global

alignments. It also helped India to develop taking

advantage of collaboration of different camps

in the World despite the Cold war. So the

chapter on Cold War era and non alignments

has been kept out of the syllabus.

Present ruling party and its ideology want to

push the country in authoritarian sectarian state,

where democracy has no role, so that chapter

on pluralism and diversity is out. India’s

pluralism and diversity have a major role to play

in the culture and strength of India. India’s

freedom movement and Indian Constitution

respect our diversity. But uniformity in language,

religious traditions and other cultural aspects is

what is being aimed at.

Overall the changes proposed, to be

implemented are in tune with the concept of

nationalism, and the culture which sectarian

nationalists want to impose on the country.

These need to be opposed and ensure that our

syllabi are in tune with rationalism, scientific

temper of pluralism of India.
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Sri Lankan official resigns amid
Adani project row

Chairman of the Ceylon Electricity Board

(CEB) M.M.C. Ferdinando has resigned, days

after he told a parliamentary committee that

Prime Minister Narendra Modi had “pressured”

Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa to

clear an Adani Group project in the island nation.

The senior Sri Lankan official subsequently

withdrew the statement and apologised after

President Gotabaya himself “vehemently

denied” it. Minister of Power and Energy

Kanchana Wijesekera said in a tweet on

Monday afternoon: “I have accepted the letter

of resignation tendered to me by the CEB

Chairman Mr MMC Ferdinando. Vice-

Chairman Nalinda Ilangakoon will take over

as the New Chairman CEB.”

The outgoing CEB Chairman’s remarks

pertained to a renewable energy project that the

CEB, in March 2022, agreed to execute with

the Adani Group, in Mannar and Pooneryn in

Sri Lanka’s Northern Province. The agreement

was finalised about five months after Adani

Group Chairman Gautam Adani’s visit to Sri

Lanka, when he met President Gotabaya and

explored possible investments in the power and

renewable energy sector.

Ferdinando’s statement to the Committee on

Public Enterprises, broadcast by a private

television channel, has drawn attention not only

in Sri Lanka, but also in India. In a tweet on

Sunday, Congress MP Rahul Gandhi said:

“BJP’s cronyism has now crossed Palk Strait

and moved into Sri Lanka.”

Meanwhile, Champika Ranawaka, Opposition

lawmaker and a former Minister of Power and

Energy said the Adani Group had proposed a

price of around 7.8 U.S. cents per unit, close to

double the market rate. Opposition MP Harsha

De Silva in a tweet asked President Gotabaya

to instruct his office to release the MOU signed

between the Government of Sri Lanka and

Adani Green to the public.

Courtesy Evening Wrap, The Hindu, June 13,

2022.
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Nupur Sharma Unraveled
Modi-Led BJP’s Makeover

Sagarika Ghose

It was supposed to be a fortnight of celebration

for the ruling BJP. After eight years on the throne

in Delhi, the party had launched its “eight years

of Seva, Sushasan and Garib Kalyan,”

celebrations, highlighting Prime Minister Narendra

Modi’s leadership as that of a welfarist giver of

benefits to the poor. In fact, in the last eight years,

the PM has lent himself to a careful image

makeover for his leadership and government.

Yes, come elections, the sharply polarising

rhetoric would be unleashed, but in the

government, the attempt was to project Modi as

a welfarist governance guru, with ‘sabka saath

sabka vikas’ as his motto, forever showering gas

cylinders and cash handouts equally to “Salma”

and “Sita.”

But suddenly, the balloon of the 8-year

celebration has been rudely popped. Nupur

Sharma, designated party spokesperson, appeared

on a TV show screaming insults at The Prophet,

and within days, all West Asia, major powers like

Iran, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Malaysia and

Indonesia, and others, were roundly condemning

India and demanding an apology.

A flustered government quickly dubbed Nupur

Sharma as “fringe”, the BJP suspended her and

expelled another hate speaker Naveen Jindal, but

to no avail. The fury across the Islamic world

continues to grow and India faces an

unprecedented international blowback and serious

embarrassment, its loss of face made more acute

by the fact that just days ago the US referred to

India as a country of concern for religious freedom

of minorities.

Today, when the world is asking if India is

committed to religious freedom, the Modi-led BJP

faces a moment of truth, a test that former PM

Atal Bihari Vajpayee too faced (and failed) post

the Gujarat riots of 2002. Can the party rein in its

hotheads and radicals and make a bid for

Rajdharma and statesmanship? The BJP has

now reportedly issued an order to all its

spokespersons to steer clear of inflammatory

words. But it’s a belated wake-up call, given the

sustained shrill rhetoric over the last few years.

Two arguments being made in defence of

Nupur Sharma are both invalid: first, Nupur

Sharma is not “fringe”. She’s a former Delhi

University Students Union president, was given

a BJP party ticket to contest against Arvind

Kejriwal in 2015 and is an integral part of the

BJP’s aggressive, in-your-face prime-time army.

Second, Nupur Sharma’s comments cannot be

equated with the freedom of speech of the

magazine Charlie Hebdo (which published

cartoons of the Prophet) or of author Salman

Rushdie (on whom a fatwa was issued for his

novel ‘The Satanic Verses’.) Nupur Sharma is

not speaking as a private satirical magazine or as

a novelist. She is an official of the ruling party

who shot her mouth off while doing her official

duty as the ruling party’s spokesperson. Also, the

party that she represents has been accused of

systematically undermining the rights of minorities,

and the government she represents is accused of

sins of omission and commission towards

Muslims.

The governments of France or the US do not

stand accused of violence against minorities as

the government of India does today. This is the

government Nupur Sharma represents as a

spokesperson of the ruling party. Sure, she has

the right to free speech, but when she uses it for

public hate speak and religious incitement, she

cannot but expect a serious backlash and legal

action, given the discriminatory context in which

her party and government operates.

At the same time, we must be clear that death
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threats to Nupur Sharma are unacceptable and

those who oppose saffron nationalism must be

wary of shooting off the shoulders of autocratic

governments like Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Frankly,

this inner BJP wrangling is not one that the

opposition needs to speak much on, except to

emphasise that India’s secularists and liberals

reject all forms of communalism and fanaticism,

both Hindu and Muslim. 

The identity battle within the BJP is the central

focus now. Nupur Sharma and Naveen Jindal are

not isolated voices. They represent the core

identity of the BJP in the Modi-Shah years as

distinct from the Vajpayee era. The Modi-Shah

led BJP is unapologetic about its vichardhaara,

makes no secret of its contempt for Islam and

minorities, is perpetually in combat mode and

openly favours a Hindu Rashtra.

Modi himself was once very much part of the

party’s radical wing. As Gujarat Chief Minister,

he made the infamous remark “hum paanch,

unke pachchees”. In 2019, for the important

Bhopal Lok Sabha seat, the Modi-Shah-led BJP

chose Sadhvi Pragya Thakur, a terror accused.

She was left free to eulogise Gandhi’s assassin

Nathuram Godse, even as the Modi government

used Gandhi’s spectacles for its Swachh Bharat

campaign.

In the 2015 Bihar polls, party leader Amit Shah

declared that fireworks would go off in Pakistan

if the BJP did not win. In the 2017 UP polls PM

Modi himself made a campaign speech on

“shamshan and kabristan”. 

In 2019 in Jharkhand, PM Modi said certain

protesters (against the CAA and NRC) can be

identified by their clothes. In 2019 he accused

Rahul Gandhi of contesting in a seat where the

“minority is the majority.”

Sakshi Maharaj, a serial offender on hate speech

against Muslims, has repeatedly been given a BJP

ticket. And Yogi Adityanath, the UP Chief Minister

who could well be the BJP’s Face of The Future,

has made the bulldozer a metaphor for his

preferred form of muscular ‘nationalist’ politics.

Apart from the dog whistles, the party

leadership has stayed silent during lynchings, riots,

bulldozing of homes and hate speech during

dharam sansads. In the hyper-connected era of

social media, these events have been disseminated

worldwide. Hindutva is increasingly unwelcome

abroad - BJP MP Tejasvi Surya’s lecture event

in Australia was cancelled and saffron-leaning

filmmaker Vivek Agnihotri, the director of The

Kashmir Files, was denied a platform at UK’s

Cambridge University.

The tightrope walk, the clever duality of crafting

a welfarist governance image and at the same

time coddling fire breathing radicals is now

unraveling. How will you pose as Vishwaguru

when you can’t control the dark underbelly of

VHP and Bajrang Dal wreaking religious havoc

on the ground? This battle, an inner

Mahabharata war between party and

government, was one that Vajpayee faced

throughout his tenure as PM. Narendra Modi is

more powerful in his party than Vajpayee, but is

he willing to make a choice and fight the battle

within?

Staying silent, applying band-aid to festering

sores like hate speech, making the odd statement

and indulging the saffron madmen do not seem

like options anymore. The Modi-led BJP will either

have to fully embrace the radical right and make

a choice about its identity or be prepared to fight

the battle that Vajpayee once waged and lost. 

As it makes this choice, the BJP may like to

consider the fate of other right wing radicals

across the world - the Maulvis and fundamentalists

who dominate the discourse on Muslim questions

have all mostly become marginalized. Some of

Europe’s far right parties have increasingly

become un-electable as they have grown more

radical. Riding the Hindutva tiger may bring short-

term electoral rewards, but tigers are known to

devour those who attempt to ride them. 

 (The writer is senior journalist and author

of a new biography on Atal Bihari Vajpayee) 

Courtesy NDYV, June 09, 2022
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How will Nupur Sharma’s hate speech
change Indian politics?

Shoaib Daniyal

Over the past few years, India has

experienced enormous social conflict. Friday

saw another round of protests as Muslims hit

the streets across the country. In some cases,

these demonstrations led to violence. In Ranchi,

two protestors were shot dead. In Howrah in

West Bengal, there was widespread property

damage, including reports of Bharatiya Janata

Party offices being vandalised. In Uttar Pradesh,

the homes of alleged protestors were demolished

by the government, as part of a new pattern

where collective punishment is summarily meted

out to claimed offenders, mostly Muslim, without

legal process.

This latest round of communal bloodletting

was sparked by derogatory comments about the

Prophet Mohammad by a BJP spokesperson

named Nupur Sharma on May 27. This was no

slip of the tongue: Sharma made those

comments on several TV channels. A few days

later, another party spokesperson, Naveen Jindal,

posted similar comments on Twitter.

Initially, the BJP did not react. In fact, Sharma

even appeared on several TV channels to

defend her remarks. It was only nine days later,

when the incident created an international storm,

with dozens of nations condemning India, that

the party took action, hurriedly suspending

Sharma and expelling Jindal.

Abuse of holy figures is a new

communalism

Communalism has seen a sharp intensification

in the past few years. Even taking that into

account, what Sharma and Jindal did was quite

unprecedented. The abuse of gods and prophets

has not been a part of Indian politics – and

certainly never at a level as senior as party

spokesperson or at a forum with as wide a reach

as a national television channel.

There is a good reason for this. Even though

communal identity politics clearly does have

mass purchase, this sort of abuse against the

symbols of religion has little currency among

Indians. This is a ubiquitous fact of Indian life,

perhaps the most quirky expression of which is

the tiles imprinted with religious imagery being

placed on public walls to prevent littering. There

is good data to prove this point. In 2021, for

example, a survey by the American think tank

Pew Research Center showed that an

overwhelming number of Indians felt that

respecting all religions was a “core value”.

As a result, even in this age where Hindutva

is ascendant, abuse of the Prophet does not find

approval among ordinary Hindus. A survey by

CVoter shows that action against Sharma had

wide support even among

Hindus as well as those who voted for Modi in

2019.

In fact, the line that Sharma and Jindal

crossed was so egregious and the backlash so

severe that their own party has now disowned

them. A report in the Indian Express on Sunday

talking to a host of senior BJP leaders brings

out that the party is keen to push the narrative

that it does not support Sharma and Jindal and

their remarks about the Prophet Mohammad.

“You can expose Muslims, slam terrorist

activities, but humiliating the Prophet is crossing

a red line,” an unidentified BJP Chief Minister

told the paper. “Both Nupur and Naveen have

crossed all limits of civility.”

Constant communal messaging from top

will change India’s middle

However, politics is a dynamic thing. That

Sharma’s remarks have little popular purchase

at the moment is one thing.

( To be Contd....on Page - 11)
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Insulating the police from politicians

A fair and independent police force is

essential for the maintenance of law and order,

for prompt detection of crime and punishment

of criminals in accordance with the law of the

land. For that purpose, it is necessary to ingrain

into the minds and hearts of the police personnel

that they are servants of the law and not of

their current political masters. The necessity

of insulating the police from political

interference has been stressed by different

committees constituted for police reforms

including the Sorabjee Committee which I had

the privilege of chairing. One of the

recommendations of that Committee was that

an independent body should be constituted to

look into the transfer, suspension and removal

of police personnel and one member of that

body should be a retired judicial officer. These

recommendations have not been accepted by

a majority of States and are strongly opposed

by Maharashtra, UP and Bihar. The matter has

been pending in the Supreme Court in Prakash

Singh’s writ petition for a considerable time

without any concrete outcome so far.

The transfer of the Mumbai Police

Commissioner Arup Patnaik and his

replacement by Satyapal Singh is an instance

of intrusion of political considerations.

Apparently, the Maharashtra government

succumbed to the mass rally organised by

MNS Chief Raj Thackeray to protest against

the alleged inept handling of the Azad Maidan

riots by Patnaik. This is indeed a tragedy

because ill-treatment meted out to an honest

police officer on account of extraneous

considerations is most demoralising. The

tragedy is compounded because Patnaik’s

transfer tends to impart legitimacy to MNS

which in the past has shown scant regard for

constitutional norms and the rule of law.

Contrasting instances of religious

tolerance

Incessant rainfall prevented Muslims from

praying at a ground which they normally used

for prayers in the absence of a mosque there.

Members of the Muslim community requested

manager Buta Singh of Gurdwara Joshimath

to allow them to hold Eid prayers in the

gurdwara to which Buta Singh acceded. This

was a heartening gesture and sends the right

message which should be welcomed by all. It

seems that Akal Takht and the Shiromani

Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee whilst

appreciating the gesture of goodwill, are of the

view that Sikh maryada should also be looked

into by Sikh clergy. The matter is slated for

discussion in the meeting of five Sikh high

priests. Let us hope that a spirit of amity and

brotherhood prevails.

It is sad that in our neighbouring country,

Pakistan,Ahmadis were not allowed in

Rawalpindi to offer Eid-ul-Fitr prayers at the

mosque. Prima facie this is in breach of Article

20 of the Pakistan Constitution which

guarantees to every person freedom of religion.

The Pakistan Penal Code prescribes harsh

penalties on any Ahmadi who calls himself a

Muslim or mentions his faith as Islam. Ironically

an outstanding Pakistani,the eminent Justice

Zaffrullah Khan, was an Ahmadi. His brilliant

advocacy of Pakistan’s stand on Kashmir in

Insulating the police from politicians
For that purpose,it is necessary to ingrain into the minds and

hearts of the police personnel that they are servants of the law

and not of their current political masters.

Soli J. Sorabjee
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UN General Assembly carried the day for

Pakistan. Deputy Attorney General of Pakistan,

Khurshid Khan was sacked because he

washed dishes and polished shoes at Sikh

shrines. Khan told reporters that he would travel

to Jacobabad in Sindh as part of his ‘sevadari

mission’ to serve the Hindu community which

was unhappy with certain elements in the local

Muslim community. Khan stayed in Jacobabad

and Sukkur till Eid-ul-Fitr. Khan’s example

deserves to be emulated because his acts are

more conducive to religious harmony and

tolerance than meetings of secretaries of the

two countries.

Regressive Italian judgment

Derogatory nicknames, pungent epithets and

insults are routine in men’s clubs and bar

associations. No person in his right senses takes

them literally. Italy’s Supreme Court has ruled

that it is a criminal offence to tell a man that he

has ‘no balls’ because that hurts his male pride.

This regressive judgment would severely restrict

colourful vernacular oaths, and worse, induce

self-censorship. With great respect, the judgment

can well be described as balls and that surely

would not be a crime nor criminal contempt.

Courtesy The Indian Express, August 26,

2012.

But the fact that such senior Indian politicians could publicly broach such a taboo in Indian

public life will also have a top-down impact in simultaneously shifting the needle on what is

considered acceptable.

In fact, this has been the dynamic since the BJP took power in 2014. Muscular Hindu

nationalism, often accompanied by state violence against Muslims, has been pushed from the

top. Simultaneously, bottom-up manifestations of Hindutva (for example, cow protection gangs)

are also endorsed and its perpetrators protected by the state, giving it a massive boost. Hindi

and English-language national television media has also been weaponised, encouraging radical

Hindutva programming.

There is no doubt that Hindutva is genuinely popular among a section of Indian Hindus. But

to understand exactly how its extreme manifestations have been pushed by forces at the top,

it is useful to consider the situation in non-BJP states. Many of the extremes of Hindutva such

as beef lynchings, hijab bans and the demolition of Muslim houses do not occur in states like

West Bengal or Tamil Nadu.

To add to this, while Hindutva might be popular, it by itself is not enough to win elections.

That is why the BJP is welfarist in its approach. However, given that it practically owns the

issue of Hindutva and Hindu political identity, any ratcheting up of communal tensions will help

the party.

The party might have suspended Sharma but by crossing a sacrosanct line in Indian politics,

which in turn led to violent conflict, she has helped the BJP by pushing India further to the

right.

In the short term, while Sharma might have faced punishment, clearly this dynamic of

constantly pushing the limits of what is acceptable will be too powerful for the BJP to resist.

This, of course, might not mean doing anything as egregious Sharma did, at least in the short

term. But it is clear that BJP leaders will constantly be incentivised to push a more and more

radical ideology from the top in the hope of yanking Indians increasingly to the right.

Courtesy The India Fix, June 14, 2022.

How will Nupur Sharma's hate...
Contd. from page -  (9)
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Fallacy of Hindutva Project
Shamsul Islam

One has lost count of religious conclaves of

Hindu ‘saints’ friendly to the Rashtriya

Swayamsewak Sangh (RSS) calling for violent

cleansing of lawful Indian Muslims. It was not

long ago that Tathagata Roy, an RSS luminary

who also graced the high constitutional office

of Governor of Tripura, tweeted that “the Hindu-

Muslim problem won’t be solved without a Civil

War”. Roy claimed that he was only reminding

Hindus of an unfulfilled wish of Syama Prasad

Mookerji, the RSS icon. In fact, it has been the

most favourite theme of the RSS since its

inception in 1925. India is for ‘Ramzade’

(children of Ram) and out of bounds for

‘Babarzade’ (children of Babar) who are also

described as ‘Haramazade’ (illegitimate

children).

The RSS and its Hindutva appendages have

been demanding revenge for crimes against

Hindus in history but have singled out the

medieval period in order to focus on the

persecution by ‘Muslim’ rulers. It is surprising

that in a country like India whose civilisation is

more than 5,000 years old, it is a period of 400-

500 years of ‘Muslim’ rule that is put under the

scanner. In order to arrive at the truth, we need

to study the nature of ‘Muslim’ rule. The most

crucial issue is, why do the common Muslims

of today’s India have to pay for the sins of

‘Muslim’ rulers of the past who had friendly

and cordial relations (including matrimonial) with

higher caste Hindus? We also need to investigate

whether ‘Hindu’ history was devoid of religious,

social and political persecution.

Hindutva zealots demanding a Muslim-free

India must know that ‘Muslim’ rules survived

because higher caste Hindus assisted ‘Muslim’

rulers in running their empires. This unity

between Muslims and caste Hindus can be

gauged from the fact that no Mughal emperor

after Akbar was born of a Muslim mother.

Several higher caste Hindus served the

‘Muslim’ rulers faithfully. The Mughal rule

established by Babar, who was invited by a

section of Hindu kings to seize India (as we

know it today), was the rule of higher caste

May 29, 2022
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Hindus too.

Hindu officials in Mughal courts

Aurobindo Ghose, who played a prominent

role in providing Hindu foundation to Indian

nationalism, confessed that Mughal rule

continued for over a century because Mughal

rulers gave Hindus “positions of power and

responsibility, used their brain and arm to

preserve” their kingdom. The renowned

historian Tara Chand, relying on the primary

source material of the medieval period,

concluded that from the end of the 16th century

to the middle of the 19th century, “it may

reasonably be concluded that in the whole of

India, excepting the western Punjab, superior

rights in land had come to vest in the hands of

Hindus” most of whom happened to be Rajputs.

Maasir-ul Umra, a biographical dictionary

of officers in the Mughal Empire from 1556 to

1780 (Akbar to Shah Alam), is regarded as the

most authentic record of high-ranking officials

employed by Mughal kings. This work was

compiled by Shahnawaz Khan and his son Abdul

Hai between 1741 and 1747. According to it,

Mughal rulers during this period employed

around 100 (out of 365) high-ranking officials

most of whom were “Rajputs from Rajputana,

the midlands, Bundelkhand and Maharashtra”.

After Rajputs, Brahmins were the second

largest group of Hindu officials in the Mughal

administration. Interestingly, the ‘Kashi Nagri

Pracharini Sabha’ established in 1893,

“committed to the cause of Hindi as official

language”, published the Hindi translation of the

book in 1931.

It is nobody’s argument that Aurangzeb did

not commit heinous crimes against his Indian

subjects. It must be remembered that his cruelty

was not restricted to non-Muslims; his own

father, brothers, Shias, Muslims who did not

follow his brand of Islam and Muslim ruling

families in the eastern, central and western parts

of India faced brutal repression and were

annihilated. Aurangzeb executed the renowned

Sufi saint Sarmad in the precincts of the Jama

Masjid in Delhi. It is true that during his despotic

rule there were countless cases of violent

targeting of Hindus and their religious places.

However, contemporary records reveal that he

patronised Hindu and Jain religious places of

worship. A standing example of this is the grand

Gauri Shankar temple, a stone’s throw from

Lahori Gate of Red Fort, which was built during

Shahjahan’s reign and continued functioning

during Aurangzeb’s rule. Reducing all his crimes

to repression of Hindus is tantamount to reducing

the gravity of his crimes against humanity.

No sane person would deny that the Somnath

temple in Gujarat was desecrated, looted and

razed by Mahmud Ghazi (Mahmud Ghaznavi).

But a fact that remains buried is that it was

done with the active help and participation of

local Hindu chieftains. M.S. Golwalkar, the most

prominent ideologue of the RSS, while referring

to the desecration and destruction of the

Somnath temple said: “He crossed the Khyber

Pass and set foot in Bharat to plunder the wealth

of Somnath. He had to cross the great desert

of Rajasthan. There was a time when he had

no food, and no water for his army, and even

for himself left to his fate, he would have

perished…. But no, Mahmud Ghazi made the

local chieftains to believe that Saurashtra had

expansionist designs against them. In their folly

and pettiness they believed him. And they joined

him. When Mahmud Ghazi launched his assault

on the great temple, it was the Hindu, blood of

our blood, flesh of our flesh, soul of our soul-

who stood in the vanguard of his army. Somnath

was desecrated with the active help of the

Hindus. These are facts of history” (RSS

English organ, Organiser, January 4, 1950).

Hindu kings as persecutors

Muslim rulers were not the only ones who

defiled Hindu temples. Swami Vivekananda

shared the fact that “the temple of Jagannath is

an old Buddhistic temple. We took this and

others over and re-Hinduised them. We shall
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have to do many things like that yet” (The

Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, vol.

3, p.264). It was not an isolated incident of

desecration.

Swami Dayanand Saraswati, who is regarded

as a Prophet of Hindutva, while dealing with

the contribution of Shankaracharya in his tome

Satyarth Prakash wrote: “For ten years he

toured all over the country, refuted Jainism and

advocated the Vedic religion. All the broken

images that are now-a-days dug out of the earth

were broken in the time of Shankar, whilst those

that are found whole here and there under the

ground had been buried by the Jainis for fear of

their being broken.”

According to the ‘Hindu’ narrative of ancient

Indian history, Brihadratha, the last Buddhist

king of the Maurya dynasty (Asoka being one),

was assassinated by Pushyamitra Shunga, a

Brahmin in 184 B.C., thus ending the rule of a

renowned Buddhist dynasty and establishing the

reign of the Shunga dynasty.

D.N. Jha, an authority on ancient Indian

history, referred to Divyavadana, a Buddhist

Sanskrit work from the early centuries that

described Pushyamitra Shunga as a persecutor

of Buddhists who destroyed Buddhist and Jain

religious places. In his 2018 collection of essays

titled Against the Grain: Notes on Identity,

Intolerance and History, Jha writes: “He is

said to have marched out with a large army,

destroying stupas, burning monasteries and

killing monks as far as Sakala, now known as

Sialkot, where he announced a prize of one

hundred dinars for every head of a Shramana

[opposed to Vedas].”

Jha also presented evidence from the

grammarian Patanjali, a contemporary of the

Shungas, who famously stated in his

Mahabhashya that Brahmins and Shramanas

were eternal enemies, like the snake and the

mongoose (“Monumental Absence: The

destruction of ancient Buddhist sites”, Caravan,

June 2018). In the Hindutva narrative, the

persecution of Sikh Gurus and their followers

by Mughal rulers is used to spread hatred

against present-day Indian Muslims. Mughal

rulers, especially Aurangzeb’s armies, committed

heinous and unspeakable crimes against Sikhs.

Was it Muslims versus Sikhs? Contemporary

Sikh records reject such an interpretation.

According to a Sikh website (https://

www.sikhdharma.org/4-sons-of-guru-gobind-

singh/), during the last and the most brutal siege

of Anandpur Sahib in 1704, Muslim and Hindu

hill rajas completely surrounded and cut off the

city. While the Sikhs were trying to escape the

Mughal invaders “the younger sons of Guru

Gobind Singh, Baba Zorawar Singh, aged 9, and

Baba Fateh Singh, aged 7, were separated from

the group in the confusion. They walked through

the rugged jungle with their holy grandmother,

Mata Gujri ji (mother of Guru Gobind Singh),

until they came to small village where they took

shelter.” An old servant of the Guru’s household,

Gangu, on coming to know that they were there

in the village visited Mataji and persuaded her

to go with him to his village. According to the

narrative, “he expressed care and concern, but

his heart was dark with betrayal. Cold, wet and

alone, Mata Gujri gratefully went with Gangu

to his house” taking her grandsons along. For a

few gold coins, Gangu betrayed their

whereabouts to the Mughal army. At dawn,

there was a loud banging on the door and

soldiers of the evil governor Wazir Khan took

away the holy family to Sarhind. “As they

travelled through the city, people thronged to

see them pass offering words of encouragement.

They shouted curses at the Brahmin and were

shocked at the depravity of the Moghul

governor.”

Sir Jadunath Sarkar (1870-1958), a renowned

historian, held no brief for Islam or Muslim rulers

in India. In fact, he is regarded as a narrator of

the Hindu history during the Mughal rule.

However, his description of the Maratha

invasion of Bengal in 1742 makes it clear that
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this army of “Hindu nation” cared little about

honour and property of Hindus of Bengal.

According to Sarkar, “the roving Maratha bands

committed wanton destruction and unspeakable

outrage”.

In The History of Bengal-Muslim Period

1200 A.D.-1757 A.D. (volume II) edited by

him, Sarkar reproduced eyewitness accounts of

the sufferings of Bengali Hindus at the hands

of Marathas. According to one such

eyewitness, Gangaram, “the Marathas snatched

away gold and silver, rejecting everything else.

Of some people they cut off the hands, of some

the nose and ear; some they killed outright. They

dragged away the beautiful women and freed

them only after raping them.”

Another eyewitness, Vaneshwar

Vidyalankar, the court Pandit of the Maharaja

of Bardwan, narrated the horrifying tales of

atrocities committed by the Marathas. “Shahu

Raja’s troops are niggard of pity, slayers of

pregnant women and infants, of Brahmans and

the poor, fierce of spirit, expert in robbing the

property of everyone and committing every kind

of sinful act.” Contemporary records prove that

Aurangzeb’s rule was also the rule of Rajputs

and Kshatriyas (members of two of the four

castes in the Hindu social hierarchy) and other

members of higher caste Hindus. Aurangzeb

never faced the Maratha ruler Shivaji in the

battlefield. It was his commander-in-chief Jay

Singh II (1688-1743), a Rajput ruler of Amer

(Rajasthan), who was sent to subjugate Shivaji.

Aurangazeb conferred the title ‘Sawai’ (one and

a quartertimes superior to his contemporaries)

on him in 1699 and thus he came to be known

as Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh. Aurangazeb also

conferred the title ‘mirza raja’ (a Persian title

for a royal prince) on him. The other titles

bestowed on him by other Mughal rulers were

Sarmad-i-Rajaha-i-Hind (eternal ruler of India),

Raj Rajeshvar (lord of kings) and Shri Shantanu

ji (wholesome king). These titles are displayed

by his descendants even today. This Rajput chief

also gave his daughter in marriage to

Aurangzeb’s son. (https://www.indianrajputs.

com/view/jaipur and https://www.indianrajputs.

com/famous/Jai-Singh- II-Amber.php)

We have first-hand account of Raja Rughnath

Bahadur, a Kayasth who functioned as Deewan

Ala (prime minister) of both Shahjahan and

Aurangzeb. According to a biographical work

penned by one of his direct descendents, “Raja

Rughnath Bahadur having attained to the most

exalted rank of Diwan Ala (prime minister) was

not unmindful of the interests of his caste-fellows

[Kayasths]. Raja appointed every one of them

to posts of honor and emoluments, according to

their individual merits; while many of them were

granted titles of honor and valuable jagirs for

their services. Not a single Kayasth remained

unemployed or in needy circumstances.” (Short

Account of the Life and Family of Rai Jeewan

Lal Bahadur, Late Honorary Magistrate

Delhi, With Extracts from His Diary Relating

to the Times of Mutiny 1857.) This account

shows that a Kayasth prime minister of

Aurangazeb, a bigoted Muslim ruler, was able

to patronise people of his own caste.

Another crucial fact that is consciously kept

under wraps is that despite more than 500 years

of Muslim rule, which according to Hindutva

historians was nothing but a project to annihilate

Hindus or forcibly convert them to Islam, India

has remained a nation with an absolute Hindu

majority. The British conducted the first Census

in 1871-72, by when the ceremonial Muslim rule

was over. According to the Census report:

“The population of British India is in round

numbers divided into 140½ millions [sic] of

Hindoos (including Sikhs), or 73½ per cent., 40¾

millions of Mahomedans, or 21½ per cent. And

9¼ millions of others, or barely 5 per cent.,

including under this title Buddhists and Jains,

Christians, Jews, Parsees, Brahmoes…”

These figures make it clear that persecution

and cleansing of Hindus was not even a

secondary project of the ‘Muslim’ rule. If it had
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been so, Hindus would have disappeared from

India. According to the 2011 Census, Hindus

constitute 79.80% of the total population and

Muslims constitute 14.23%. India seems to be

the only country where despite five centuries

of ‘Muslim’ rule the populace did not convert to

the religion of the rulers.

The linking of Aurangzeb or other Muslim

rulers’ crimes committed in pre-modern India

to his/her religion will have serious

consequences even for the ‘Hindu’ version of

history as narrated by the RSS. Take for

example, Ravana, the king of Lanka who

according to the Hindu narrative committed

unspeakable crimes against Sita, her husband

Rama and his companions. This Ravana was a

learned Brahman who also happened to be an

ardent worshipper of Siva. The epic

Mahabharata narrates the story of a great war

between two families Pandavas and Kauravas

(both Kashtriyas), not between Hindus and

Muslims, in which 1.2 billion people were

slaughtered. Draupadi was disrobed by

Kashtriyas. If the crimes of Ravana, Kauravas,

Pushyamitra Shunga, Jai Singh II, Marathas and

Gangu Brahmin, among others, are linked to

their religion, as in the case of Aurangzeb and

other Muslim rulers, then the country will turn

into a land of butchery. If revenge is to be taken

on the present descendants of the past

perpetrators, then a beginning must be made

from the beginning of Indian civilisation; the turn

of Indian Muslims will come later.

It is sad that the RSS-Bharatiya Janata Party

rulers of India, who are never tired of talking

about a powerful Hindu nation leading the world,

are forcing the country into a state of civil war.

With them around, pitting one section of Indians

against the other, there is no need of any foreign

enemy to undo a democratic-secular India.

(Shamsul Islam, a researcher of religious

nationalism, taught political science at the

University of Delhi. Courtesy: Shamsul

Islam’s blog and Frontline magazine.)
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Police Linked to Hacking Campaign
to Frame Indian Activists

New details connect police in India to a plot

to plant evidence on victims’ computers that

led to their arrest.

police forces around the world have

increasingly used hacking tools to identify and

track protesters, expose political dissidents’

secrets, and turn activists’ computers and

phones into inescapable eavesdropping bugs.

Now, new clues in a case in India connect law

enforcement to a hacking campaign that used

those tools to go an appalling step further:

planting false incriminating files on targets’

computers that the same police then used as

grounds to arrest and jail them. 

More than a year ago, forensic analysts

revealed that unidentified hackers fabricated

evidence on the computers of at least two

activists arrested in Pune, India, in 2018, both

of whom have languished in jail and, along with

13 others, face terrorism charges. Researchers

at security firm SentinelOne and nonprofits

Citizen Lab and Amnesty International have

since linked that evidence fabrication to a

broader hacking operation that targeted

hundreds of individuals over nearly a decade,

using phishing emails to infect targeted

computers with spyware, as well as

smartphone hacking tools sold by the Israeli

hacking contractor NSO Group. But only now

have SentinelOne’s researchers revealed ties

between the hackers and a government entity:

none other than the very same Indian police

agency in the city of Pune that arrested multiple

activists based on the fabricated evidence.

“These guys are not going after terrorists.

They’re going after human rights defenders

and journalists. And it’s not right.”

Worker at an email provider who shared

evidence linking police to the Modified Elephant

hacking campaign

“There’s a provable

connection between

the individuals who

arrested these folks

and the individuals who

planted the evidence,”

says Juan Andres

Guerrero-Saade, a

security researcher at

SentinelOne who,

along with fellow researcher Tom Hegel, will

present findings at the Black Hat security

conference in August. “This is beyond ethically

compromised. It is beyond callous. So we’re

trying to put as much data forward as we can

in the hopes of helping these victims.”

SentinelOne’s new findings that link the

Pune City Police to the long-running hacking

campaign, which the company has called

Modified Elephant, center on two particular

targets of the campaign: Rona Wilson and

Varvara Rao. Both men are activists and

human rights defenders who were jailed in

2018 as part of a group called the Bhima

Koregaon 16, named for the village where

violence between Hindus and Dalits—the group

once known as “untouchables”—broke out

earlier that year. (One of those 16 defendants,

84-year-old Jesuit priest Stan Swamy, died in

jail last year after contracting Covid-19. Rao,

who is 81 years old and in poor health, has

been released on medical bail, which expires

next month. Of the other 14, only one has been

granted bail.)

Early last year, Arsenal Consulting, a digital

forensics firm working on behalf of the

defendants, analyzed the contents of Wilson’s

laptop, along with that of another defendant,

human rights lawyer Surendra Gadling.

Arsenal analysts found that evidence had

Andy Greenberg
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clearly been fabricated on both machines. In

Wilson’s case, a piece of malware known as

NetWire had added 32 files to a folder of the

computer’s hard drive, including a letter in

which Wilson appeared to be conspiring with

a banned Maoist group to assassinate Indian

prime minister Narendra Modi. The letter was,

in fact, created with a version of Microsoft

Word that Wilson had never used, and that had

never even been installed on his computer.

Arsenal also found that Wilson’s computer had

been hacked to install the NetWire malware

after he opened an attachment sent from

Varvara Rao’s email account, which had itself

been compromised by the same hackers. “This

is one of the most serious cases involving

evidence-tampering that Arsenal has ever

encountered,” Arsenal’s president, Mark

Spencer, wrote in his report to the Indian court.

In February, SentinelOne published a

detailed report on Modified Elephant, analyzing

the malware and server infrastructure used in

the hacking campaign to show that the two

cases of evidence fabrication Arsenal had

analyzed were part of a much larger pattern:

The hackers had targeted hundreds of activists,

journalists, academics, and lawyers with

phishing emails and malware since as early as

2012. But in that report, SentinelOne stopped

short of identifying any individual or

organization behind the Modified Elephant

hackers, writing only that the “activity aligns

sharply with Indian state interests.”

Now the researchers have gone further in

nailing down the group’s affiliations. Working

with a security analyst at a certain email

provider—who also spoke to WIRED but

asked that neither they nor their employer be

named—SentinelOne learned that three of the

victim email accounts compromised by the

hackers in 2018 and 2019 had a recovery email

address and phone number added as a backup

mechanism. For those accounts, which

belonged to Wilson, Rao, and an activist and

professor at Delhi University named Hany

Babu, the addition of a new recovery email

and phone number appears to have been

intended to allow the hacker to easily regain

control of the accounts if their passwords were

changed. To the researchers’ surprise, that

recovery email on all three accounts included

the full name of a police official in Pune who

was closely involved in the Bhima Koregaon

16 case.

The three hacked accounts have other

fingerprints that link them—and thus the Pune

police—to the larger Modified Elephant

hacking campaign: The email provider found

that the hacked accounts were accessed from

IP addresses that SentinelOne and Amnesty

International had previously identified as those

of Modified Elephant. In the case of Rona

Wilson, the email provider security analyst says

that Wilson’s email account received a phishing

email in April 2018 and then appeared to be

compromised by the hackers using those IPs,

and at the same time the email and phone

number linked to the Pune City Police were

added as recovery contacts to the account. The

analyst says Wilson’s email account was then

itself used to send out other phishing emails to

targets in the Bhima Koregaon case for at least

two months before Wilson was arrested in June

of 2018.

“The real concern here is the folks

languishing in prison. We’re hoping this leads

to some form of justice.”

Juan Andres Guerrero-Saade, security

researcher at SentinelOne

“We generally don’t tell people who targeted

them, but I’m kind of tired of watching shit

burn,” the security analyst at the email provider

told WIRED of their decision to reveal the

identifying evidence from the hacked accounts.

“These guys are not going after terrorists.

They’re going after human rights defenders

and journalists. And it’s not right.”

To further confirm the link between the
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recovery email and phone number on the

hacked accounts and the Pune City Police,

WIRED turned to John Scott-Railton, a

security researcher at the University of

Toronto’s Citizen Lab, who along with others

at Amnesty International had earlier revealed

the extent of the hacking campaign against the

Bhima Koregaon 16 and shown that the NSO

hacking tool Pegasus had been used to target

some of their smartphones. To prove that the

Pune City Police controlled the recovery

contacts on the hacked accounts, Scott-Railton

dug up entries in open source databases of

Indian mobile phone numbers and emails for

the recovery phone number that linked it to an

email address ending in pune@ic.in, a suffix

for other email addresses used by police in

Pune. Scott-Railton found that the number is

also linked in the database to the recovery email

address connected to the hacked accounts for

the same Pune police official.

Separately, security researcher Zeshan Aziz

found the recovery email address and phone

number tied to the Pune police official’s name

in the leaked database of TrueCaller, a caller

ID and call-blocking app, and found the phone

number linked to his name in the leaked

database of iimjobs.com, an Indian job

recruitment website. Finally, Aziz found the

recovery phone number listed with the official’s

name on multiple archived web directories for

Indian police, including on the website of the

Pune City Police. (WIRED also verified that

at the time the accounts were compromised,

the email provider would have sent a

confirmation link or text message to any

recovery contact information added to an email

account, which suggests that the police did, in

fact, control that email address and phone

number.)

Scott-Railton further found that the

WhatsApp profile photo for the recovery phone

number added to the hacked accounts displays

a selfie photo of the police official—a man who

appears to be the same officer at police press

conferences and even in one news photograph

taken at the arrest of Varvara Rao.

WIRED reached out in multiple emails and

phone calls to the Pune City Police and the

Pune police official whose personal details

were linked to the hacked accounts and

received no reply.

One Mumbai-based defense attorney

representing several of the Bhima Koregaon

16, Mihir Desai, says he would need to

independently corroborate the new evidence

of the Pune police’s links to the hacking

campaign. But taken at face value, he says, it

appears “very damning.” He adds that he is

hopeful it could help his clients, including Anand

Teltumbde, who has been accused of terrorist

connections based in part on an apparently

fabricated document found on Rona Wilson’s

computer. “We’ve known things have been

planted, but the police could have always said,

‘we are not involved in all this,’” says Desai.

“By showing the police did this, it would mean

there was a conspiracy to arrest these people.

It would show the police have acted in a vicious

and deliberate manner knowing fully well this

was false evidence.”

“By showing the police did this, it would

mean there was a conspiracy to arrest these

people.” Mihir Desai, defense attorney

The conclusion that Pune police are tied to a

hacking campaign that appears to have framed

and jailed human rights activists presents a

disturbing new example of the dangers of hacking

tools in the hands of law enforcement—even in

an ostensible democracy like India. SentinelOne’s

Guerrero-Saade argues that it also raises

questions about the validity of any evidence pulled

from a computer that’s been hacked by a law

enforcement surveillance operation. “This should

invite a conversation about whether we can trust

law enforcement with these sorts of malware

operations at all,” says Guerrero-Saade.

( To be Contd....on Page - 23)
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In favor of non-violent human civilization
Dr. Prem Singh

Splintered lies the ethics,

In varying degrees Which both have bent

The Pandavas less, the Kauravas more

Oh, when will this bloodletting end …?

(‘Andha Yug’, Dharamveer Bharati)

1

The Russia-Ukraine war shows no signs of

ending. However, there continue to be constant

statements, discussions, and write ups from

leaders, diplomats, experts, officials, scholars and

ordinary citizens on various aspects related to

the war.

Whatever the significance of this whole

exercise in the discussion of the causes,

implications, effects, consequences etc. of war,

it has been if little help in exerting any positive

influence. It seems that modern violent

civilization doesn’t appear to have many options,

not only by politicians and diplomats, but also

by various experts and scholars who have taken

their stand on the war. It can also be said that

that they do not perceive modern civilization as

violent. The UN general secretary says that the

Russia-Ukraine war is an absurdity, an evil in

the modern civilization of the twenty-first

century. This presumes as if this absurdity or

evil has fallen from the skies and has nothing to

do with the world order of which he is the

general secretary of its central body!

At the beginning of the war, I wrote an article

titled ‘Russia-Ukraine War: Why Civil

Resistance Doesn’t Work?’. A suggestion has

been made in the article that civil society should

seriously and holistically contemplate a possible

alternative to modern violent civilization. People

did not pay much attention to that article. Rather,

even a magazine like ‘Mainstream Weekly’

found that article ‘outdated’. I write this present

article as a sequel to the first a one mentioned

here.

Civil resistance held world over including

Russia against the Russia-Ukraine war has been

snuffed out. The course of expressing human

concerns/condolences on the deaths, sufferings

and displacement of the citizens of Ukraine has

also faded.

Russia, America, European countries and

NATO, the major players of this war, are making

claims to establish a lasting peace after the war.

They are trying to explain that the manufacture

and purchase of more weapons and the steady

expansion of NATO is the guarantee of lasting

peace. Russia, on the other hand, continues to

believe that it has taught the forces behind

Ukraine a lesson for the future. Looking only at

the last two decades of the twenty-first century,

the hollowness of the claims of achieving lasting

peace between the wars and strife in Iraq,

Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, Armenia-

Azerbaijan, Ukraine is axiomatic.

Russia has threatened the countries

supporting Ukraine in the war to be prepared to

face the consequences. Since the beginning of

the Russia-Ukraine war, there are fears ranging

from the threat of a third world war to a nuclear

Armageddon. As international relations,

especially in economic-trade matters turn

increasingly competitive, even a peaceful

economy seems an impossibility. If after the

Russia-Ukraine war the world is actually going

to be bi-polar or multi-polar again instead of uni-
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polar, that is not going to stop wars and the

manufacturing and trading of weapons.

Anti-Americans are quite vocal about the

Russia-Ukraine war. Most of America’s

opponents are internally victims of

‘Americanism’. Their anti-America stance is

driven by a suppressed desire to see some other

country as powerful as America. Be America

at the top, or Russia, or China – if there are

weapons, they will find their wars, and if there

are wars, they will find their weapons. In fact,

as long as there is supremacy-culture in the

world order, there can be no peace at all.

2

It seems that the mind of the masters of

modern industrial civilization is unable to

comprehend those sincere efforts are the need

of the hour to build a non-violent human

civilization for lasting peace.

Whether one looks at political, diplomatic,

military leadership, or even business leaders or

intelligentsia – the ruling-class, living a luxurious

life at the cost of the working masses of the

world, is willy nilly a vocal or silent supporter of

the prevailing violence. Celebrities from different

fields like film, sports, fashion, music, dance,

literature etc. may also be included in this

category. Most celebrities, knowingly or

unknowingly, are evolving into the

‘ambassadors’ of today’s violent civilization. The

life of modern man would not have been so

intensely surrounded from all sides by the

competition to produce, sell and use all types of

weapons.

In this civilization not only the body but also

humankind’s soul is strapped with various types

of metals and explosives. And unfortunately, we

are led to believe it’s the best stage of human

civilization ever! The parts of the world that are

left behind in this race, at whose cost this violent

civilization is established, are expected and

encouraged to continue racing in the direction

of achieving that very stage.

Yet the desire for peace of the inhabitants of

this modern violent civilization, which runs on

two strong wheels of arms and market, is not

all that faltering. People affected by external

discord are found to take various measures with

the aim of achieving inner peace. It has become

a big business, which is thriving in this violent

civilization. It is claimed in this peace-business

that inner peace will bring outer peace. Inner

peace is possible only when you keep yourself

unaffected by the outside world. (That is, enjoy

it to the fullest, but there is no need to challenge

or change it.) In this business, the words of

many so-called spiritualists and tele-evangelists,

philosophers-writers and even some scientists

as well are quoted frequently. Along with this,

activities like Peace Day, Peace Prize, Peace

Conference, Peace Ambassador are organized

under the auspices of global organizations, non-

governmental organizations and governments.

The strings of operation of these activities

are mainly associated with America, whose

foundation, not only existence, is based on

violence. In the midst of this whole business of

peace, wars, civil wars, guerrilla wars, racial

wars, terrorist wars go on in different corners

of the world. Needless to say, the violent

civilization has spread all this business in its

defense. People do not understand that lasting

peace cannot be an intrinsic attribute of a violent

civilization.

3

It is not that the question of violence has not

been contemplated under violent civilization. It

has done a lot. In addition to violence related to

war, many other types of structural violence

have been considered and analyzed by several

important thinkers. But as there is no concrete

thought of non-violent civilization, violent

civilization continues to spread despite serious

contemplation on the issue of violence. A

considerable amount of the post-critique of

capitalism and socialism established by adopting

capitalist means and processes, as well as the

present-day corporate capitalism. But in spite
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of that the gaping black hole of violent civilization

consumes all objects relentlessly.

Violent civilization is not without

achievements. It has deep attractions of its own,

which have not been so manifest in earlier

civilizations. It provides man with an

unprecedented world of consumerism while

fueling man’s attitudes like greed, hatred,

revenge, domination, thrill, adventure etc. It has

the expertise that even the oppressed and victim

consider themselves to be natural members of

violent civilization. They would have hoped that

one day they too would dominate/destroy others,

and would attain the state of complete

consumerism. Capitalism, the leader of violent

civilization, descends in the most backward

alleyways of the far-flung world in order to cater

its public. The roots of modern violent civilization

are deep and widespread. Its story is infinite

and immense. Perhaps this is the reason that

any thinking related to non-violent civilization in

the modern or pre-modern eras, does not find

fertile ground to grow. Such thinking, as Gandhi

said, is one in which economics regulates ethics

and ethics regulates economics.

4

There are ample sources of thinking inspired

by the creation of non-violent civilizations all over

the world. Gandhi’s thinking presents a serious

and coherent alternative to modern violent

civilization among them. Along with presenting

the philosophy of a just human civilization, he

has also provided the mode of action to achieve

it. Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia has described

Gandhi’s civil disobedience method of resistance

to injustice as the greatest revolution in human

history so far. Many activists/leaders of the

world have used Gandhi’s methodology in their

struggles.

It is Gandhi’s strength, and at the same time

weakness, that he was born in a colonized part

of the world. Strength, because, despite being

born in the colonized country, he could nurture

an original thinking opposing colonialism, an

initial stage of modern violent civilization.

Weakness, because, being a thinker of the

colonized land, he could not get the same

recognition and importance as the thinkers born

in the colonialist countries got.

Along with economic exploitation at the core

of colonialism was the belief that it was a divine

duty to bring the enslaved populations out of

the pit of ignorance. Therefore, Gandhi, a

resident of a slave country, could not be accepted

as a provider of a perfect alternative civilization.

However, several ordinary and prominent people

from the colonialist countries accepted Gandhi

as an alternative thinker and leader. Many of

them also got involved with Gandhi’s struggle

for independence.

Gandhi took his sources of thinking from all

available sources. The bibliography of ‘Hind

Swaraj’ mentions two Indian authors –

Dadabhai Naoroji and RC Dutta. The rest of

the authors – Tolstoy, Sherard, Carpenter, Taylor,

Blount, Thoreau, Ruskin, Mazzini, Plato, Max

Nordau – are from outside India. After Gandhi,

many important scholars have contemplated

towards building a non-violent civilization. There

are many neo-Marxists among them.

Nandkishore Acharya has written, “Now even

the new Marxist thinkers like Meszaros, Leibovitz

and Terry Eagleton have started talking about

decentralized technology and production system,

which is neither controlled by the corporate, nor

by the state. Meszaros explains globalization as

‘globalization of unemployment’. Its solution can

be found only in the choice of the productive

forces, which together with production have also

contained solutions to the problem of distribution.

In fact, due to indigenous technology and non-

violent production relations resulting from it,

exploitative centralization of capital is not possible

and the ideal of equitable distribution of profits,

that is, economic equality, is also automatically

implemented to a large extent.

“Truth and non-violence, according to Gandhi,

should not only be considered as personal
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virtues, but their socio-economic return should

be reflected not only in the aims but also in the

process, that is, not only as an end, but also as a

means. ‘Gandhi Hai Vikalp’ (Gandhi is the

alternative), Prakrit Bharati Academy, Jaipur,

2021, pp. 49-50)

Therefore, an outline of non-violent civilization

can be delineated easily from the thinking of

Gandhi’s contemporary and later thinkers. But

it is a pity that in all the debate about the Russia-

Ukraine war, no attention has been given to that

crucial task.

India’s position in this context is very bad.

No modern leader in India believed in Gandhi’s

critique of modern industrial civilization and his

vision of its alternative. They wanted to make

India like colonial countries. Even today the

situation is more or less the same. Rather, under

the rule of the present government, not only blind

leaps are being taken in the direction of violent

civilization, an entire narrative is being fabricated

and spread to justify Gandhi’s assassination.

Some people take the strange pleasure of killing

Gandhi again and again by firing bullets at his

photo. There are many such people in the

country today who say that had Gandhi been

alive today, they would have shot him.

Obviously, all this does not make any

difference to the dead Gandhi. However, it

remains to be seen that ‘Gandhi’s India’ remains

an arena of multi-level violence. Dr. Lohia wrote,

“The first half of the twentieth century produced

two novel phenomena, atomic bomb and

Mahatma Gandhi, and the century’s second half

will struggle and suffer to make its choice

between the two.” (Collected Works of Dr.

Rammanohar Lohia, volume 3, Anamika

Prakashan, Delhi, 2011, p. 246)

Now two decades of the twenty-first century

have passed. Has modern man decided to suffer

by choosing the atomic bomb? Or is the resolve

to establish a non-violent human civilization in

one corner of his mind as active as before? If

this is so, then there will definitely be victory of

life instinct over the death instinct related to

violent civilization.

(The writer associated with the socialist

movement is a former teacher of Delhi

University and a fellow of Indian Institute

of Advanced Study, Shimla)

Courtesy Countercurrents.org, May 06,

2022.

“What does it mean to have evidentiary integrity when you have a compromised device?

What does it mean for somebody to hack a device for fact-finding in a law enforcement

operation when they can also alter the contents of the device in question?”

Beyond any larger questions, Guerrero-Saade and his fellow SentinelOne researcher

Tom Hegel say they’re focused on the fate of the victims in the Bhima Koregaon case,

almost all of whom have remained in jail even as the evidence against them proves to be

more corrupt with every year. Ultimately, the researchers hope their findings can not only

demonstrate police wrongdoing in the case, but win those activists and human rights defenders

their freedom. “The real concern here is the folks languishing in prison,” says Guerrero-

Saade. “We’re hoping this leads to some form of justice.”

Andy Greenberg is a senior writer for WIRED, covering security, privacy, and information

freedom. He’s the author of the forthcoming book Tracers in the Dark: The Global Hunt

for the Crime Lords of Cryptocurrency. His last book was [*Sandworm: A New Era of

Cyberwar and the Hunt for the Kremlin’s.

Police Linked to Hacking Campaign...

Contd. from page -  (19)
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A Fact-Check of Every Claim Made by India to

Dispute WHO’s Estimate of its Covid-19 Deaths
Rukmini S.

For almost two years now, the debate on

undercounting of Covid-19 deaths has been

raging in India. During the first wave, the

documented absence of “suspected” Covid

deaths (those without a positive test prior to

death) from official tolls raised questions about

the extent of undercounting. After the second

wave, journalists uncovered large unexplained

increases in deaths from unknown causes, once

again pointing to likely undercounting.

Academic studies published since last quarter

of 2021 began to peg India’s excess mortality

at between 35 lakh and 60 lakh deaths for the

two waves. Finally, the World Health

Organization published estimates of pandemic-

associated excess mortality in early May,

placing the Covid-related toll in India at roughly

47 lakh for 2020 and 2021.

The Indian government and some scientists

and journalists have pushed back against these

claims, arguing that they are not based on

accurate data and do not correctly reflect what

is known about mortality in India.

In response, many have accused them of

blindly supporting the government, without fully

considering what some of the objections are.

FactChecker examines some of these claims

and shows what the data really says.

‘Maligning India’s image’

Claim 1: While rejecting the WHO’s report,

NITI Aayog Member (Health) Vinod K Paul

said, “These kinds of assumptions used for a

nation of India’s size to put us in a poor light is

not desirable”

In another instance of the data being called

an attempt to malign India’s global image, India

Today quoted sources from the Health Ministry

as saying that WHO’s excess mortality figures

are a “vicious agenda to malign a country

emerging as a credible healthcare hub in the

pandemic”.

Fact: Countries around the world have

missed recording some Covid-19 deaths for a

range of factors, and estimates of excess

mortality help them approach estimates of the

true toll.

The WHO defines pandemic excess mortality

as “the difference between the total number of

deaths estimated for a specific place and given

time period and the number that would have

been expected in the absence of the pandemic

(no-Covid-19 scenario). This difference is

assumed to include deaths attributable directly

to Covid-19 as well as deaths indirectly

associated with Covid-19 through impacts on

health systems and society”.

Countries around the world accept that they

missed some deaths from Covid-19. Official

Covid-19 counts “miss those who died without

testing, they are contingent on the country

correctly defining Covid-19 as the cause-of-

death and they miss the increases in other deaths

that are related to the pandemic leading to

overwhelmed health systems or patients avoiding

care”, the WHO says.

Additionally, some countries or regions may

experience lower than expected mortality

particularly during lockdown as a result of

reduced infectious disease related mortality as

well as reduced transport and injury-related

fatalities.

The United Kingdom, South Africa and

Malaysia are among the countries whose

government or government-funded research

bodies have produced their own national

estimates of excess mortality during the

pandemic by monitoring total deaths during and

before the pandemic.
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In February 2021, the WHO began the

process to bring out Covid-related excess

mortality estimates for the world. India is just

one of WHO’s 194 member countries for which

the organisation has produced estimates.

The WHO estimates fit with the numbers

suggested by at least three other studies. These

studies use a combination of the dataset used

by the WHO as well as other datasets and

surveys to triangulate findings.

While a report by Jha et al, published in

January 2022, estimated excess mortality at 32

lakh during June 2020-July 2021, a working

paper published the same month pegged the

excess deaths at 63 lakh for a longer period –

January 2020 to August 2021. One more study,

published half a year before these two, estimated

the excess deaths from 18 months of the Covid-

19 pandemic (January 2020-June 2021) to be

between 34 lakh and 49 lakh.

‘No actual data’

Claim 2: The Centre objected to the WHO

using mathematical modelling and said the global

agency did not use any actual data for India.

“The analysis [WHO’s estimates] while uses

mortality figures directly obtained from Tier –I

set of countries, uses a mathematical modelling

process for Tier II countries (which includes

India),” read the Ministry of Health and Family

Welfare’s statement published in response to

an article by the New York Times on the wrangling

between the WHO and the government.

Fact: The WHO used data from 18 Indian

states and Union Territories for which data was

available, and extrapolated this for the country.

“Pure modelling was required for countries for

which no data was available,” Dr Samira Asma,

Assistant Director-General for Data, Analytics

and Delivery at the WHO, clarified to

FactChecker. “However, this was not the case

for India.”

The WHO’s excess mortality estimates

classified countries into two tiers. Tier 1

countries included those that provided complete

and nationally representative monthly all-cause

mortality data for the specified period to the

WHO. Tier 2 countries, in which India was

categorised, included countries whose complete

data WHO did not have access to.

In India’s case, no mortality data for 2020 or

2021 was made available to the WHO, the global

health agency told FactChecker. Then, 48 hours

before the WHO’s estimates were released, the

Indian government produced national data for

2020, which was, however, not disaggregated

by month.

However Indian journalists had accessed

official monthly mortality data for 18 states and

Union Territories and made this data publicly

available on a free and open portal, following

which several researchers used this data to write

academic papers.

Owing to the inaccessibility to any data, the

WHO used these numbers (which covered 70%

of the country’s population) and extrapolated

them for the rest of the country using a

documented methodology. Now that the WHO

does have some Indian data for 2020, it will study

the data, Dr Asma said.

‘Data don’t match’

Claim 3: The central health ministry claimed

that mortality data produced by the Indian

government for 2020 do not match those used

by the WHO. “The Civil Registration System

data of 2020 published by Registrar General of

India on May 3 clearly reveals that the narrative

sought to be created based on various modelling

estimates of India’s Covid-19 deaths being

many times the reported figure is totally removed

from reality,” claimed the ministry in its May 5

statement.

Fact: Yes, there are differences but they are

unlikely to affect aggregates significantly.

There are indeed differences at the state level

in the data produced by the Indian government

for 2020, and the data gathered by journalists.

However, while the absolute numbers might

seem some distance apart, the difference
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between 2020 and 2019 – the excess mortality

in essence – is small.

For 12 large states for which journalists had

gathered data, the excess mortality derived from

the numbers collated by them and hence used

by the WHO differ by around 27,000 deaths, or

a difference of just 5%.

Moreover, the WHO estimates suggest that

the majority of pandemic mortality (over 80%

of total excess deaths in India) took place in

2021, not 2020, for which the Indian government

has made no data available.

However, a clear idea of what the differences

at the level of each state are and why this is so

would be useful.

‘More registrations’

Claim 4: NITI Aayog’s VK Paul claimed

that the increase in deaths was on account of

an increase in registration of deaths, not actual

deaths. He claimed, “More death registration is

also happening because people are conscious,

that they need death certificates for property

and other purposes. And generally also due to

ease of operation and digitisation, people are

coming forward. Population size also increases

every year, contributing to more deaths.”

He also highlighted that excess death

registration increase has been noted in previous

years despite a declining death rate and no

outbreaks. “So, we must remember that extra

deaths are not due to Covid-19 deaths, but there

are other reasons and causes as well,” added

Paul.

Fact: It is not evident that there was an

improvement in the registration of deaths. On

the contrary, there is some evidence that death

registration has fallen.

Before the pandemic, the registration of

deaths in India was improving. However, there

is no evidence yet that registration improved in

2020 and 2021, despite the Indian government’s

most recent claim that death registration in 2020

was 99.9%, this number is unsubstantiated.

Moreover, taking this unsubstantiated claim

at face value would result in the implication that

states like Uttar Pradesh experienced huge

unexplained declines in deaths in 2020. The fact

is that the level of death registration has in the

past been derived from the Sample Registration

Survey, which was not conducted in 2020.

Meanwhile, data from the 2019-’20 National

Family Health Survey indicates that death

registration could have fallen in 2020, meaning

that increases in mortality would not be a

“registration effect”.

How much of the increase in mortality during

the pandemic should have been expected and

how much was “excess” will always be a result

of assumptions, whether by the WHO or by the

government, because India does not yet have a

completely reliable baseline mortality number.

Even prior to the pandemic, the Indian Civil

Registration System was not able to capture

every death. One study estimates that the Civil

Registration System missed 22.8 lakh Indian

deaths in 2019, of which more than half were

deaths among the elderly.

This could have had an impact on the number

of deaths missed during the pandemic – not only

were the elderly particularly vulnerable during

the pandemic, but one study in the city of

Madurai also showed that deaths among the

elderly were more likely to have gone

uncounted in the official Covid-19 death toll.

The WHO uses the Indian database for 2020

and produces estimates using its stated

assumptions to compare pandemic mortality

with what it would expect baseline mortality to

look like based on its own Global Health

Estimates data. While the Indian government

has not objected to the WHO’s Global Health

Estimates numbers in the past, it now disputes

these estimates on unspecified grounds.

Finally, the vast majority of deaths in 2021

took place over just two months, when an

increase in registration is unlikely to have had

much of a role to play.

( To be Contd....on Page - 29)
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Despotic democracy
The personality cult afflicts the Centre and the states

 Ramachandra Guha

In 1937 — a decade before the formal

declaration of Independence — Indians got a

measure of self-rule when governments elected

on a limited franchise were formed in the

different provinces of the raj. This was seen as

a step on the road to full representative

government. Shortly after a Congress

government was sworn into office in the Madras

Presidency, a Tamil intellectual made a

remarkable speech about leadership, whose

ideas strikingly resonate with the political culture

of India today.

The intellectual in question, K. Swaminathan,

was at the time a professor of literature at

Presidency College. Speaking in 1938 at the

Annamalai University, he told the assembled

students that there were, in essence, two

different kinds of political leaders — those who

saw themselves as indispensable and those who

did not. He singled out one name in the latter

category, writing: “Mr. Gandhi has been deeply

concerned and studiously careful these last three

or four years to train his successors. His last

desire is to make himself indispensable…

Neither Jawaharlal Nehru nor Rajendra Prasad

would be what they are but for Gandhi; and yet

neither is a mere yes-man. Mr. Gandhi could

make heroes out of common clay; what can he

not make out of native gold? Anything, except

mechanical images of himself.”

Having offered a salutary example,

Swaminathan next held out a warning. Thus,

he said: “But there are other leaders who do

not trust their followers and will allow them no

freedom of action, sticklers for a military

discipline, preferring automata at their back to

free and self-reliant workers by their side. Such

leaders are like the tamarind tree, perhaps great

in its day and useful in itself, but destructive of

life and growth in others. They tolerate no

differences, they resent even friendly criticism.

They bear, like the Turk, no brother near the

throne. And when they go, they leave behind

the barrenness of desolation.”

What “our country needs to-day and what

our hostels can help to produce,” said

Swaminathan to the students of Annamalai

University in 1938, was a number of political

leaders “each a little above the average. I don’t

think we shall have much permanent use for a

single Superman so much above his fellows that

between him and them a deep impassable gulf

for ever remain.”

I recently came across the text of

Swaminathan’s lecture  in his papers and read

it with a shock of recognition, since the warnings

he issued in 1938 are even more — indeed, far

more — relevant to the India of 2022, when we

have a prime minister who has built around

himself what may be — because of the colossal

amount of party and government money spent

on its making and the sheer number of human

beings who participate in it — the greatest

personality cult in the history of the world.

I have previously written in these columns

about the prolific manifestations and dangerous

consequences of Narendra Modi’s cult of

personality. So I won’t rehearse those

arguments again; instead, let me note that this

tendency towards the personification of power

is visible not only in the Union government but

in many state governments as well. Mamata

Banerjee may, when it comes to elections to

the assembly and to Parliament, be bitterly

opposed to Narendra Modi; yet her style of

politics markedly resembles his. She seeks to

embody, single-handedly and in her own self,

the Trinamul Congress, the government of West
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Bengal, and the past, present and future of the

Bengali people themselves.

This attempted fusion of leader with party,

government and people by Mamata Banerjee

at the level of her state closely mirrors the

attempted fusion of leader with party,

government and people by Narendra Modi at

the level of the nation. The parallels do not end

here. TMC MLAs and MPs talk in cravenly

sycophantic terms about the chief minister of

their state, just as BJP MPs and ministers talk

in cravenly sycophantic terms about the prime

minister. Mamata, like Modi, likes working

through loyal and often pliant bureaucrats and

police officers. Like Modi again, she may pay

lip service to the freedom of the press and the

autonomy of institutions, but in practice would

be quick to suppress that freedom and deny that

autonomy if they were to threaten her rule.

What Mamata Banerjee seeks to do in West

Bengal, Arvind Kejriwal seeks to do in Delhi,

Pinarayi Vijayan seeks to do in Kerala, Yogi

Adityanath seeks to do in Uttar Pradesh, Y.S.

Jagan Mohan Reddy seeks to do in Andhra

Pradesh, K. Chandrashekar Rao seeks to do in

Telangana, and Ashok Gehlot seeks to do in

Rajasthan. These seven chief ministers, ruling

in different parts of India and belonging to seven

different parties, are all authoritarian both by

instinct and in their style of rule. (My list is

illustrative, not exhaustive — there are several

other chief ministers who seek to personify their

state and elevate themselves far above their

fellows).

Had Professor Swaminathan been around to

observe these chief ministers, he might well have

said of these leaders that they tolerate no

differences, they resent even friendly criticism.

That they prefer automata at their back to free

and self-reliant workers by their side. That they

are destructive of life and growth in others. That

they seek to make themselves indispensable,

showing no interest in (or indeed aptitude for)

training capable successors. That they elevate

themselves so far above their fellows that a deep

and impassable gulf between the Superman (or

Superwoman) and the citizens they are in theory

answerable to remains.

Before I am accused of equivalence, let me

state that I recognise that these are different

kinds of authoritarianism, with different kinds of

impact. Modi, at the national level, and

Adityanath, in India’s largest state, combine

authoritarianism with majoritarianism, namely, the

stigmatisation and persecution of religious

minorities. Modi and Adityanath are also arguably

more ruthless in misusing State power to suppress

the media and incarcerate political dissenters.

That said, it can scarcely be disputed that the

politics of Mamata, Kejriwal et al is likewise

centred on the consolidation of personal power

and personal authority by using State power and

public funds towards those unsalutary ends.

Cults of Supreme Leaders have usually

flourished in totalitarian regimes, whether

military dictatorships, fascist States or communist

regimes. The fancy that one individual, even,

indeed especially, if he or she occupies the

highest political office, can embody, represent

and direct the will of all citizens is profoundly

antithetical to the idea of democracy.

As we enter our seventy-fifth year of

Independence, we are increasingly becoming a

democracy ruled by individuals with authoritarian

and even despotic tendencies. This is bad for

our minds — making them chained and uncritical

instead of open and free — but bad for our lives

too. Leaders obsessed with power and self-

promotion will neglect the everyday

responsibilities of development and governance.

Leaders who centralise all decision-making in

themselves, refusing to empower or trust

ministers and public servants, are unsuited to

effectively administering a large, populous,

diverse state like West Bengal, let alone India

itself. Leaders who hear endless praise of

themselves from a closed circle of chamchas

will make far worse prime ministers (or chief
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ministers) than leaders who have an active

feedback loop, who accept and respond to

criticism from political colleagues, political

opponents, and an independent media.

Our country’s economic promise will not be

redeemed, our social harmony will not be

enabled, our national security will not be assured

by having a single Superman running the

Government of India from New Delhi. That an

authoritarian prime minister is complemented by

so many authoritarian chief ministers further

imperils our prospects as a nation. India, as well

as Indians, will be far better served by leaders

who can listen and learn — both from domain

experts and from the citizenry at large — who

can delegate authority to their ministers (and

accord credit to them when that is due), who

can respect the autonomy of public institutions

and the freedom of the press, who can forego

name-calling in favour of a constructive

dialogue with the political Opposition.

ramachandraguha@yahoo.in

Courtesy The Telegraph online, June 18,

2022.

‘Relief claims lower’

Claim 5: Dr Randeep Guleria, Director of the All India Institute Of Medical Sciences,

claimed that since the number of compensation claims do not run into millions there could not

be that many missed deaths. “Even if there were excessive deaths that were Covid related,

they would have been recorded because people would have come forward, and their relatives

would have come forward for compensation. This has not been the case as far as the numbers

that WHO is predicting,” said theAIIMS Director.

Fact: The number of claims is unclear, there are barriers to making claims and data on

some claims show an increase.

The precise number of claims of Covid-19 compensation made thus far is hard to ascertain.

The Indian Express reported that around 6.87 lakh claims for Covid-19 death compensation

were made in 11 states.

Other sources suggested that by February 2022, states had received nearly 7.5 lakh claims.

However, given that a claim required at the minimum a positive test for Covid-19, it is likely

that deaths were missed. Moreover, there were multiple media reports on the barriers that a

lack of paperwork created for people trying to access Covid-19 compensation.

Additionally, while the government was prepared to point to this data, it was quick to reject

another source of data – data from the Life Insurance Corporation which showed a large

increase in death claims in 2021. While the government’s clarification did point out that not all

the deaths could be attributed to Covid, it failed to address the sudden overall increase in

reported claims.

Finally, the WHO’s estimates are not of Covid-19 deaths alone, they are for deaths both

directly and indirectly associated with the pandemic.

FactChecker had asked the ministry’s spokesperson for clarification on their above-

mentioned claims via email but had not received a response by the time of publishing this

article. If and when we do, it will be updated here.

Courtesy FactChecker.in. May 29, 2022. FactChecker.in is a dedicated fact-checking

initiative of IndiaSpend that examines statements and assertions by prominent figures in

public life for both accuracy and context.

A Fact-Check of Every Claim Made...
Contd. from page -  (26)
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Gender biased civilization
P.A.S. Prasad

Position of women in early period

The hymns of Rigveda make it clear that

moral lapses on the part of women were not

treated so severely as in later days and more

or less the same standard was applied in this

respect to both men and women, even wives

suspected of having paramours were not

denied social and religious rites, far less driven

away from the family.

Quote from R.C. Majumdar,

eminent historian.

The position of women with the advent of

Muslim invasions 700-1000 a.d.

“ the forcible conversions of men and

women that were often carried out by

Muslims from c 700 a.d. further intensified 

the miseries of Hindu women.  Early smritis

have definitely stated that if a woman was

criminally assaulted, she was not to be

ostracized; they recommended her

readmission into the family after some

penance and purification. This procedure was

followed in the beginning in the case of

women forcibly converted and violated.

Devala smriti goes to the extent of declaring

that women of this unfortunate category

should be readmitted to the fold of Hinduism,

even if their violation was followed by

pregnancy……”

quote from Anant Sadashiv

Altekar, professor of ancient Indian

history and culture, Patna university.

The liberal attitude of the Vedic times and

later during the early  Muslim invasions 

seems to have undergone  a sea change in

subsequent epic period and later years and

to the horrendous situation that now prevails

in India at present, diametrically opposite

extremes of equality of sexes in all aspects,

legally valid live in relationships becoming  the

norm  and  adultery no longer a punishable

offence recognising  the change.

Dynamics of the right of choice and the

barbarism of honour killings, political

interference in interfaith marriages and we

have a menu of cruelty, sadism, inhuman

chase of eloped couples and so on.  What

we are seeing in India now does not visit

anywhere else. This position reminds of the

observation of Mark Twain long ago that

moving in the company of humans made him

beginning to like animals. yet this is an

understatement as we see in India, the most

ferocious animals stand no comparison to

what is perpetrated by educated people in this

country now. Just a sample. Some years ago

elderly parents of runaway boy and girl

subjected them when caught and brought back

were tortured for a week or so with shocks

with electric wires for a slow death. Of

course the parents were sentenced to death.

but that is a different matter.

Perhaps after the advent of marriage as

an institution and the man of the house

became the bread winner and his mate looking

after housing chores and bringing up

children sheer economic compulsions might

have made him realize that the wife

accustomed to forays outside  marriage might

also beget children from others whose burden

also  he would have to bear started finding

ways to curtail the freedom of his mate. This

was a problem faced by all households. So

the clipping of the freedom of woman was

initiated. It was done imperceptibly in all

fronts temporal and spiritual. Man realised that

woman should not have financial

independence, should not have access to

education, must become implicitly obedient.

She should forget that her mind and
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body belong to her husband only. German

philosopher Nietcze propounded that for man

his own will and for a woman, he will.

Tethering of the wife to the family

yoke became a common phenomenon all over

the civilized world though methodology varied

but religious ritual commenced right from the

start in all religions. There were oaths mutually

exchanged in Christianity including the

impossible the bride uttering that it was her

duty to love. Love instead of being

spontaneous is thrust as a duty. Same is with

the Muslims but variations in wordings and

ritual. But the main purpose  is to bind the

woman for life to the family in all these

practices. A new jargon especially

applicable to women. in the male view

according to his lights an ideal house wife

should be soft spoken, obedient, loving,

virtuous, faithful, loyal and keep away from

male friends and relatives of the family, she

should be ready to serve  her master always.

And the woman who talks back or rebels is

termed as turmagent, shrew and a virago.

Killings of wives accused of infidelity has

become common practice. In France, the wife

killer was never given the death sentence but

jailed for long periods. Shakespearean plays

Othello and All is Well that Ends Well portray

male bias, Othello uttering in despair, ‘Woman

thy name is fraility’. We thus see gender bias

taking roots like a banyan tree and spreads

each root becoming as big as the trunk itself.

The origin of male chauvinism where and

when is difficult to establish.

But it is a malady which embraced civilized

societies all over in some form or the other.

Special adjectives like fidelity, paragon of

virtue, pure, honour etc. are applied to women

only and they were led to believe it was almost

a natural trait. Women were thus expected

to swim against the natural forces like gravity

to maintain the sanctity of marriage and

family. Character of a woman was defined

as one had no illicit connection with anyone.

Character for a woman did not constitute 

humane qualities like compassion, deep love

and affection, truthfulness and warm-

heartedness etc. Unfortunately even today,

honour, purity, self respect, honour of the

family, clan and dynasty most precious jewel

of womanhood are imputed and located in the

foulest part of the female anatomy. There is

no sexual virtue as such in any living

species in nature, hence resulting in countless

transgressions often punished with barbaric

cruelty like stoning to death tortures, driving

away from homes - the list is endless of the

injustice done by man to woman down the

ages. The western world progressively

improved the status of women. Some countries

like Taliban Afghanistan are still regressive.

This exploitation of women and gender bias

gradually ended in the western world and

communist countries, with women taking up

employment along with men in most fields of

economic activity. Economic independence of

women is the only panacea for all the

evils hitherto suffered by women?

Coming to India, India takes the cake and

the cherry on the top in the subjugation of

women and make them like it. They instilled

worship of husband deep into the psyche. It

was a super perfect brainwash.

Even before the epics started rumblings but

by the epic times it was an accepted ideal

norm of life. In Ramayana, Sita was

subjected  to ordeal by fire to prove her purity

to the world at large and again on Rama’s

orders in response to a mere heresy rumour

among the ordinary people, she was sent away

to a forest, though pregnant, separated for

ever. In the Maha Bharat the Kauravas

believed that disrobing Draupadi in open court

would tarnish, insult, dishonour and shame the

Pandavas and their supporters and inflict a

wound which could never be healed.

( To be Contd....on Page - 34)
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FIKR-E-HONDH

In the past couple of years a word

‘HONDH’ has sprung into prominence in

Punjab primarily or what we can say has been

pushed into prominence which when translated

into English generally means ‘Identity’ or

‘Entity’. This word ‘Hondh’ shot to

prominence during the farmers movement in

Delhi during 2020 and 2021 and is now

frequently used in current times in Punjab to

illustrate how our entity or identity as Punjabis

and Sikhs and our ‘Punjabiat’ is under

existential threat from the powers that be in

India and by what not..

As a person who is a Punjabi by domicile

and a Sikh by religion but who is not a practicing

Sikh but who is proud of our Punjabiat and our

religion of Sikhism, I am not convinced by this

narrative that our entity or identity as Punjabis

and Sikhs is under existential threat from the

powers that be in India or by anyone else..

In our Country, the tragedy is that everything

ultimately gets converted into fight for religious

entity and since this word finds its origin during

the farmers’ movement, I am dwelling a bit on

it here.

The farmers movement was primarily a fight

for alleged regressive farm laws and for the

rights of farmers for better price for their crops

and for safeguards of their crop selling rights

which digressed into a fight for our ‘Hondh’

by some voices.

Our religious flag was hoisted atop the Red

Fort during the protest ostensibly to show

defiance and signify “Fateh” of the Red Fort

and to showcase our “HONDH”. The world

watched in horror as the events unfolded. I

am all for hoisting of the religious flags of all

the religions in India, but to signify ‘FATEH’

was wrong. This monument is ours, it is ours

to protect and showcase proudly to the world

and Punjabis and Sikhs have laid down their

lives so that our

tricolour can fly atop

that monument

always.

Now coming back

to the continued

prevalence of this

word “HONDH” in

Punjab nowadays

and how it is

projected to be under

existential threat. I

believe our IDENTITY and ENTITY as

Punjabis and Sikhs is not under existential threat

from the powers that be or by anyone else as

is projected but is under existential threat from

us, who are the guardians of it. We are the

ones who have failed to safeguard our

‘Punjabiat’ and ‘Sikhi’ and are destroying our

entity and identity for our selfish gains.

Where is our ‘Hondh’ when we trash our

PUNJAB and send our children to Canada,

USA, UK and other countries on the pretext

that there is nothing in Punjab and those

countries are better than our country and state

and where is our ‘Hondh’ when we and our

Punjabi and Sikh children shed our culture and

our habits and adopt the culture of these

western countries. And not to forget partaking

of foods which are forbidden in our religion.

Whatever happened to the “Serve our nation

and our state and our community” feeling for

what our forefathers stood for and because of

whom our ‘HONDH’ is still alive but which

we have failed to pass onto our children.

Where is our ‘HONDH’ when we cut our

hair and our beard and shed our distinguishing

appearance to blend in with the western world

and to look hip and where is our ‘HONDH’

when we drink or smoke and when our Turban

is replaced by various hairstyles.

Immrinder Singh
Ahluwalia
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Where is our ‘HONDH’ when we indulge

in vulgar acts on TIK TOK and various other

social sites to achieve degrading popularity and

when rather than spread the teachings of our

Gurus and Gurbani and to showcase the good

things of our “Punjabiat” and “SIKHI”, we

indulge in vulgar acts on social sites to achieve

fame. And where is our ‘HONDH’ when we

make memes on our turbans and spread it on

various social sites.

Where is our ‘HONDH’ when we indulge

in all inconceivable means to amass wealth and

do not care if anyone is trampled upon in that

process and where is our ‘HONDH’ when we

lie, cheat, steal and indulge in corruption for a

better life.

Our Gurus have taught us the values of a

family and the status of the parents. These

values are ingrained in our “Punjabiat” and

“SIKHI”. So, where is our ‘HONDH’ when

we have summarily destroyed the sacred

fabric of our family and forgotten to respect

elders.

Where is our ‘HONDH’ when we surrender

our nationalities and take up the nationalities

of other countries and then find it beneath us

to breathe the air of our country and state as it

“IS POLLUTED”.

Where is our ‘HONDH’ when we consider

it hip to celebrate western events like

Valentine’s day etc etc but do not even know

what are the important days in the calendar

for us Punjabis and Sikhs.

Where is our ‘HONDH’ when we happen

to find money to spend on wasteful expenditure

but cannot take out “DASWANDH”.

We as Punjabis and Sikhs have driven our

religion and culture aground. But rather that

accept responsibility for that, we point fingers

against the powers that time and everyone else

to hide our follies.

THE FACT IS that we are responsible for

the existential threat that our “Punjabiat and

Sikhi” faces in today’s times but we are too

proud to accept the responsibility for that.

Our ideals have changed, our heroes have

changed, the quality of our leaders has

changed; we look towards wrong people to

show us the right path.

Our ideals of our ‘Sikhi’ and ‘Punjabiat’ are

in front of us. Our Gurbaani is in front of us.

Our Guru’s teaching is in front of us, but we

look elsewhere for guidance.

We as a modern generation are like a deer

lost in Headlights. We are confused and don’t

know the right path.

We tom-tom ourselves as being a martial

race. But rather than pick up arms to protect

the vulnerable and to protect our entity and

identity as our Gurus and their teachings

taught us, we use that to kill people for ransom

and to settle personal enmity and to showcase

ourselves as Gangsters. Rather than make our

people strong to withstand any attack on our

‘HONDH’, we have made our populace drug

addicts for monetary gains. Governments will

come and go. Good and bad rulers will come

and go. But our Land will remain. And India

will remain. And in that India, our Religion

and our Identity will remain. Our Gurus and

their teachings will remain, Gurbaani will

remain long after we are gone. Our

‘HONDH’ as Sikhs and as Punjabis is eternal.

In life and in death.

To point fingers at others for damage to our

identity and entity is convenient but not to

introspect about what we have done is hollow.

Remember, we have chosen our rulers and we

have chosen to be subservient to them. And

now we like to point fingers at them to hide

our shortcomings.

The truth is that we have ourselves forgotten

to safeguard our “Punjabiat” and “Sikhi”.

We haven’t set a good example for our

coming generations. And we should not expect

them to pick up the threads of our Identity and

Entity and present it to the world as our Gurus

had envisioned for us.
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We have chosen wrong people to guide us.

We look towards wrong people for spiritual

guidance.

We are at a crossroad and if we do not

choose the right path, we are at a danger of

going where some of the religion and races of

the world have gone and which are being

viewed by the world with suspicion.

However, all is not lost. It is incumbent upon

us walking our lands currently to introspect

where we have gone wrong and how we have

lost our way and act on it and take refuge in

the teachings of our Gurus and what they had

expected of us. We have to correct ourselves

and we have to show the world what our

‘HONDH’ actually is. And then when we Fight

for that “HONDH”, it will be the correct fight.

This topic finds relevance in other religions

and other states as well but I have endeavoured

to keep it to “Punjabiat” and “Sikhi”.

And I have deliberately used “WE” in the

text as I being a Punjabi and Sikh hold myself

equally culpable in where our “HONDH”

stands today.

Immrinder Singh Ahluwalia, E.Mail-

wwdis@rediffmail.com

In the meanwhile the doctrine of pativrata dharma for married women came into

being. It implies implicit worship of the husband as god, absolute obedience to the husband’s

wishes, Mano vakkaya Karma that is in thought, talk and action. These great ladies

acquired great powers while worshipping their husbands. One of them could turn the

trinity of gods into small babies in a cradle. One could cook pebbles into food; another

could stop the sun from setting. They were held as role models for Indian womanhood.

In the meanwhile the gruesome sati was becoming custom followed more in north India.

Many queens and ladies of royal households used to perform sati to preserve their honour

without falling into the hands of invading enemies. Women were led to believe that they

would join their husbands in heaven and attain the status of divine beings. In the south

even till recently women had to get their heads shaved after becoming widows. They

had no property rights over their husband’s share if they had no male children. Nearest

male relative got it.

Fortunately after independence progressive legislations resulted in women getting equal

share in property along with siblings. Due to  wide spread female literacy more and more

women are  getting employed and at a higher level  equal and higher positions than men.

Today they are serving in all branches of services with great distinction. They participated

in the independence movement, and made significant sacrifices for the country. But the

mindset of  some people is yet to change for curing the gender bias forever.

It is difficult to believe that a petition is pending before the Supreme Court challenging

to put an end to the the abnormal cruel practice  of female genital mutilation still being

practised by a Muslim sect in  India. Many Muslim countries have banned fmg. It is

learnt that once a girl undergoes the fmg, she will be immune to sexual stimuli, and thereby

leave no scope for forays outside the marriage or even before marriage. Here the gender

bias is such that a man retains his sexual appetite, the woman need not. she will just

endure it.

The famous quote of Gandhiji is most apt about gender equality….”all restrictions that

apply to women should apply  to men.”

Gender biased civilization...
Contd. from page -  (31)
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Summarized by: Vinod Jain

A Scientific Theory of Knowledge

Continued from the previous issue…

 Science and Philosophy by M.N. Roy

PART 1

Knowledge is possible because there is a

causal connection between mind and matter.

Ideas are representative of realities in as

much as they are derived from experience. I

must know a thing before I can have an idea of

it. But ideas are mental pictures; they represent

the knowledge of things, not things themselves.

If I am incorrectly informed about a thing, my

idea of it will be false. Yet, it will be

“representative” of my distorted knowledge.

Knowledge results from perception, which is

organic reaction to physical contacts. We know

things, not ideas. Knowledge is not composed

of ideas; on the contrary, ideas are derivatives

of knowledge. That is how ideas can be

representative, and scientific ideas are

representative.

The analysis of sensations and the resulting

insight into the process of cognition enables us

to reverse the falsely conceived traditional

relation between knowledge and ideas. The

representativeness of ideas does not result from

their identity with sensations. Ideas, being

products of the interaction  between the mental

and the physical, cannot circumscribe (restrict)

the radius of the mind’s reach. They result from

mental activity; the cause is never limited by its

effect. Berkeley’s famous argument that ideas

could be only like themselves no longer serves

the purpose with which it was advanced. Ideas,

of course are mental pictures; but mind is not

limited to the contemplation of those pictures,

which are products of the cognitive action of

mind. Besides, ideas are entirely different from

what Berkeley conceived them to be. His

argument was based on the false identification

of ideas with sensations. Therefore, it is utterly

irrelevant to ideas as they really are. Since the

very existence of ideas is conditional  upon

knowledge, it is palpably absurd to assert that

we know only our ideas.

Thus restated, the doctrine of representative

ideas becomes compatible with the result of 

modern physical research, which  compel

revision of some preconceived notions about the

structure of the Universe and laws governing

it. To be representative, ideas must correspond

with things as they really are. If the world of

experience is characterised by the absense of

absoluteness, ideas about it also must have that

character. In other words, they must change

according to the knowledge of the world. The

representative character of ideas  is relative,

because it is necessarily proportional to the

extent and accuracy of knowledge. At each

given moment, ideas depict things as we know

them to be, or as much as we know for the

moment.

In formulating a scientific theory of

knowledge, the object must be clearly

differentiated from the thing. The one (object)

is an epistemological category; the other (thing),

ontological. An object is a thing perceived. The

two are not identical, ontologically. Objects are

always  things; that is to say, they are

existentially real. But things are not always

objects— of perception or of knowledge. They

may exist, many do exist, without attaining the

epistemological state of being “objects”.

America existed before it was discovered; so

did the planet Uranus. ( Before they were

discovered, both America and Uranus were

things, they were not ‘objects’ because they
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could not be perceived at that time).

Again, an object of my knowledge is not

always and necessarily the whole of the thing,

the contact with which stimulates in me the

organic faculty of cognition. Incompleteness of

the knowledge of a thing does not affect its

objectivity. Besides, as objective knowledge, it

is complete, because it covers the parts of the

thing actually perceived. As regards the thing,

it is not complete; but as regards the object, it

is. Therefore, scientific knowledge is always

objective, although ideas resulting from it may

change from time to time. Being based on

objective knowledge, all scientific ideas are

representative— of realities. If a thing is real,

its parts are also real. The failure to distinguish

between the object and the thing has been the

cause of much epistemological muddle. The

emphasis laid on the fact that objects are always

associated with mind, are in a way mind-

dependent, has obscured the objectivity, that is

to say, their ontological reality, which consists

of their being the perceived aspects of parts of

things. But to be dependent on mind is not to be

states of mind. Yet, the proposition that the

immediate content of knowledge is states of

mind is predicted on the false argument that,

because objects are mind-dependent, they must

be states of mind, their existence consists of

being perceived. That is how physiological

processes (sensations) caused by external

agencies came to be regarded as states of mind,

and empiricism degenerated into subjectivism,

which is denial of the possibility of knowledge.  

The way out of this muddle lies in the

realisation of the fact that, while

epistemologically objects are mind-dependent,

existentially they are independent. Perception

is perception of things; it leads to the knowledge

of the external world, although what is directly

perceived is sensation. When modern science

shows that sensations are not only electro-

chemical processes, independent of, and anterior

to  mind, in the history of the organic evolution,

but actually are events in the physical continuum

called the “external world”, it becomes

abundantly clear how knowledge is acquired.

Knowledge is possible because mind is a highly

developed, extremely complicated, state of

consciousness, a property of living beings (of

higher order) to react to external stimuli.

PART 2

The central point of a correct theory of

knowledge is that cognition is a relation between

the mind and the world. (cognition is the process

of obtaining knowledge through thought,

experience and the senses). Knowledge is

objective and subjective, at the same time. Both

the corelates — the knowing self and the world

known -- are equally vital. To solve its problems,

epistemology must  start from the ontological

reality of mind as well as of the external world.

For epistemology, the question of precedence

is irrelevant. That is a question of ontology.

Epistemology must be simply guided by the fact

that mind exists, and that knowledge is

conditional as much on the existence of mind

as on that of matter. Mind is real because it is a

part of the physical world. This finding of biology

enables us to regard mind as an empirical

category; and it makes the decisive contribution

to the formulation of a correct theory of

knowledge. It is also the obajective theory of

knowledge, because it objectifies the self itself.

Knowledge presupposes a conscious being

differenciated from the rest of nature; but the

latter grows out of the background of a physical

continuum and remains embedded therein.

“External world” is a misleading term. We are

integral parts of the world of our experience.

The mind of others belongs to my “external

world” just as their bodies. And my mind belongs

to the “external world” of others. The conception

of self includes the corporeal being. Our bodies,

organs of sensation, the nervous system, the

brain, the entire cognitive apparatus, are parts

of the physical world. We do not watch the
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world as outsiders. Our egos, our minds, our

thoughts, our intelligence are all interwoven with

the physical processes of the “external world”.

This does not imply an uncritical endorsement

of the questionable doctrine of the identity of

thought and being. The point is that thought (all

kind of mental activity) is a function of organic

beings on a very high level. And all knowledge

is always empirical, conceptual thought, the

highly abstract theoretical structure of

mathematical physics being no exception.

Life is the immediate foundation of mind. In

the absense of life, the existence of mind can

not be proved. Life being a phenomenon of

nature, mind also is a part of nature. The

activities of our own minds are events in the

physical world, which is outside of ourselves.

The very act of perceiving, knowledge, thinking

takes us beyond ourselves. Therefore, even

introspection or self-contemplation is not purely

subjective. Even the most intimate mental act

has an objective reference.

Knowing is an act of mind; knowledge,

however, is not identical with thought any more

than thought is identical with being. Thought is

mind’s property, whereas knowledge is a

possession. The distinction is fundamental. The

one (thought) is inherent, an inalienable quality;

whereas the other (knowledge) ia aquired —

from outside. To think is in the nature of mind;

but it may or may not possess some particular

knowledge. Knowledge is possessed by mind.

It is knowledge of what exists outside the mind.

Therefore, ontologically, it (knowledge) is not

identical with mind.

But knowledge as a mental act, is subjective;

knowledge is something acquired by mind, and

what is acquired can neither be identical with,

nor born of, the acquisitor itself. The fact that

knowledge is acquired, has to be acquired,

proves that ìt is not manufactured by mind,

independently of the external world. Nor is it,

on the other hand, identical with the object. It is

the result of a relation, and, as such, equally

dependent on both the related terms. But once

it is there, it acquires an existential reality of its

own. Scientists die; knowledge of nature won

by them survives. On the other hand, things

disappear in the abyss of time, but knowledge

about them remains a human heritage, unless it

also is somehow destroyed as any other thing.

Knowledge is a thing  — a peculiar kind of thing,

but a thing nonetheless. That is why it is

objective. Genetically dependent, existentially,

it is self-sufficient; and functionally, creative.

Product of mental activity (to be distinguished

from mind), it changes the mind. This could not

be, if mental activities were limited to mind itself,

if ideas were the content of knowledge. Ideas

transform mind, because, resulting from the

knowledge of the external world, they increase

the mental outfit. Mind is the organic faculty to

know. The greater the knowledge, the sharper

the faculty. Primitive consciousness is the

foundation of mind; at the same time, it is the

simplest form of knowledge; and itself, it is a

mechanical property of organic matter, in a

definite chemical state. Thus, nothing immaterial

enters into the process of cognition which, as a

process involving different material entities, is

entirely governed by the mechanical laws of

physical nature.

 PART 3

To sum up: sensations are bodily events,

causally connected with the external world.

There is no interruption in the causal chain. All

sensations in the last analysis, are tactual

(relating to, or derived from, the sense of touch).

Knowing as well as perception takes place on

the plane of direct physical contact. The causal

chain throughout is physical, not logical.

Therefore, all arguments of the subjectivist are

irrelevant. The outer link, relation between

sensations and their external causes, is similar

to the causal connection between events in the

physical world. It is governed demonstrably by

physical laws. The middle link is the neural
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connection between the organs of sensation

and the brain. Here we have to do with the

organic property of reaction to stimuli. The

process is electro-chemical, also subject to

physical laws. Perception, thus is no mystery.

Perception as well as sensation is an event in

the physical continuum which includes the

body. It, therefore, puts mind in direct contact

with the external world. It is not a contact

between two qualitatively different entities. 

Mind itself originates in the organic property

of reaction to stimuli. So the last link, cognition,

also is a physical relation.

Cognition, however, is not a tacit reception

or recording of messages from the external

world. The messages are stimuli; cognition is

intelligent reaction to them. Perception is an

automatic organic reaction. Cognition is an

interpretative, denotative, selective act.

Knowledge is not a mere conglomeration of

messages received at random. It is a

characterising judgement about the nature of

things from which the messages come.

Perception makes us conscious of the

existence of things; cognition is insight into their

nature afforded by perceptual data. Higher

organisms ( with developed brains ) possess

the faculty not only of receiving impressions

of the environment, but also that of weaving

them into a coherent mental picture of the

physical reality they represent.

Experience is the foundation of knowledge.

But knowing is not a purely empirical process.

It is selecting, interpreting, systematising,

coordinating, of empirical materials — sense

data — in a rational, logically coherent,

explanation of perceptual facts. In building this

conceptual picture of the world, mind is not

limited by messages received, by what is

“simply given in consciousness”. As it has been

picturesquely put, “brain works with hand and

feet”, as well as other organs of action. That

is to say, knowledge results from the constant

and continuous reference of percepts to their

external sources. That is done in various ways

— actions of daily life, planned experiment,

intelligent observation, memory, logic, thought

and the domination of the “unconscious” on

all our conscious behaviour. “The fibres of the

external world run into our consciousness”.

Brain is composed of our end of the fibres. So

brain processes can be traced back, along the

fibres, to their physical causes in the remotest

parts of the Universe. Mental activities are

cerebral functions. The mind is causally

connected with the whole of the physical

universe. It is not circumscribed by the events

taking place in its body. Reacting to those

events, it goes out to the external world,

conceptually.

Knowing is a matter of logically tracing the

lines of physical causality from the contents

of immediate experience outwards. Percepts

are purely empirical entities. Concepts are

synthetic. The former are automatically given.

The latter are consciously constructed.

Knowledge is a conceptual scheme born out

of the insight into the nature of things, gained

through critical examination, rational

coordination and logical deduction of

perceptual data.

                            Concluded....

The Radical Humanist on Website

‘The Radical Humanist’ is now available at http://www.lohiatoday.com/ on

Periodicals page, thanks to Manohar Ravela who administers the site on Ram

Manohar Lohia, the great socialist leader of India.

 –  Mahi Pal Singh
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CFD:  Appeal; Dt. 14th June 2022 APPEAL  TO  THE  PEOPLE :

Citizens For Democracy is deeply shocked to see the nightmarish phenomena of the rule of

BULLDOZERS adopted by the governments at the Centre, UP and MP governed by the BJP. Whether

it is Khargone in M.P., Jahangirpuri  and Shaheen Bagh In Delhi, Kanpur, Allahabad in UP, the

governments run by BJP have been letting loose a reign of terror by using bulldozers on the pretext of

curbing violence or socalled criminal activities. Mainly the members of the Muslim community are

the targets of this bulldozer phenomena. We were fighting the British to usher India into a democratic

sovereign state of the people but even the British did not resort to such brutality of razing the houses

of those freedom fighters who faced charges of sedition. Many Indian militants like Bhagat Singh,

Chandrashekar Azad, Jatin Da, Ashfaqullah Khan, Rampasad Bismil and many others who took to

arms against the British were tried and punished but their houses were not razed. So is the case with

many others including offenders of Chauri Chaura incident in 1922 when a police station was attacked

and 22 policemen were burnt alive by the protesters. Those our freedom fighters, both Hindus,

Muslims, Sikhs, who went to gallows for our freedoms, could never have imagined that a time would

come in free India when the Indian rulers would resort to such brutalities which are far worse than

the British. The use of bulldozers as punishment to  the so  called offenders has no place in our

criminal justice system. An offender can be punished by fine, imprisonment or death penalty but there

is no punishment in which bulldozer could be employed. However under the BJP rule, the authorities

and police have been terrorising the members of the Muslim community by razing selected houses

while flouting all rules of procedures.

The most despicable part of the situation is that those who have come to power by taking oath that

they would uphold and abide by  the values enshrined in our constitution, are violating their oath by

adopting unconstitutional,  arbitrary and  repressive measures. The police is being misused to serve

the interests of a particular political party in power whether it is UP or MP. Attempts are being made

to convert India into a Police State.

Every citizen of this country has to ask himself this question, and seriously consider, what is going

to happen to our country? Do we want to live in a Police State where police can pick up any one and

bulldoze his house without authority of law and chief Ministers pride themselves for being called

‘Bulldozer Baba’  or do we want to live in a democratic state where police and rulers consider

themselves as servants of the people, where police and rulers function in accordance with rule of

law, where those who take oath of preserving constitutional values, and  honour their  oath?

This brutal targeting of the minority community is the concern of all Indians who believe in the

constitutional values of liberty, equality and fraternity.  It is the duty of all of us to oppose such

brutalities being carried out under the name of ‘Bulldozer Action’ using baseless pretexts. Once Police

and authorities become lawless force, all sections of society and all communities are bound to bear

the brunt at some time or the other. In a democracy ultimate power rests with the people.  It is the

people of India who have given this Constitution unto themselves and it is their duty  to save it.

CFD appeals to the people to resist and raise their voice against  this lawless policy of ‘Bulldozer

Action’ and, when time comes, remove from power such  tyrants  who day in and day out are busy

in flouting  constitutional mandates and rule of law.

S.R. Hiremath                                           N.D. Pancholi                                    Anil Sinha

President                                                    Gen Secretary                                     Secretary

                               (M) 9811099532

RESIST POLICE STATE OF BULLDOZERS
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